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Brick
New Heights

ob

Rising 180 feet from a hilltop, Ryan Tower at the University of North Texas

at Dallas is a new landmark for south Dallas. Not only does it crystalize the

soaring aspirations of students and the greater community, it also represents a

thorough blend of old and new.

VAI Architects developed the tower's classic base-shaft-capitaUcupola

design, 
"vhich 

recalls Moorish,Italianate and Georgian architecture. Execution

was entrusted to the design-bui1d team of TieanorHl, Post L Group, and

Vaughn Construction. To meet a tight construction deadling and to minimize

disruption on a busy college campus, they utilized precast concrete panels

over a traditionally built base. Enterprise Precast Concrete played a pivotal

role: meticulously casting thinBRIKrM from Acme's nearby Denton, Texas,

plant directly into the concrete panels using formliners - and then installing

the panels. The diagonal Flemish bond pattern forms an intricate, decorative

effect; additional visual depth is achieved with a grid of deeper bricks

protruding an extra half-inch.

At the tower's basg east and west facing brick arches open to a tall, vaulted

space with a donor wa1l, while weeping wall water features face nortJr and south.

How far can thinBRIK from Acme take you? consult with your Acme

representative, or visit brick.com/thinbrik.

Brick Plaza

a

brlck.corn
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CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANTS
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ESTHER HALFORD
Owner & President-CEO

Halford Busby provided construction cost estimates an the renovotron of the
49 -year-old Bob Gilmore Senior Center in Killeen, Texas. The center was previously
condemned " The praject encompasses renavotrng approximately 1 8,000 square

feet and new construction of opproximotely 3gA0 square feet. Construchon costs
are expected to be -$7.4 million.

An the exterior, the client wanted to add visual interest for an updated, modern
laak. The transformed building will include multi-purpose banquet facilities,
administrative space, o lobby ond reception area, exercise raoms, meetrng rooms
and a second gym. Public corridors connecting the meeting rooms with the lobby
will be added so guests won't be required to walk through the gym to navigate the
building. Ather new features will include:

, A covered porte-cochere . Pickle ball courts, . AWellness Room
for an entrance dedicated . Covered outdoor seahng, thot will allow guests

for senior citizens' _ c.^^-^ t^.. t^,t: -.-)_ to receive health
etsY entry, ' S?ace for billiards'

card playing and consultations'
. Addihonal restrooms, computer use, and
. Atheatre,

While the focility was previously known os o ploce for senior cihzens to gather, the
expansion and renovation will encourage locals of all ages to use the rebranded
Killeen Community Center. The community is excited about the opportunity this
brings to develop mentoring relahonships across generations. The grand opening
of the center is expected in August 2024.

To learn mare about our construction cost estimating services,
please visit Ha lf ord Busby.com.

14031 Huffmeister Rd, 2nd Floor
Cypress, fX 77429
287-920-7tOO
I nfo@HalfordBusby.com

HalfordBusby.com

KILLEEN COMMUNITY CENTER
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lnvisible Systems

by Anastasia Calhoun, Assoc. AlA, NOMA

"I wish I could award the program."

\\rl#ff:ffi
underpinning how design is conceptualized

and thus awarded today. In contemporary

architectural practice, design is typically con-

ceived as a process separate from programming;

rather, it is usually thought to be the physical

product or environment that is created. Once a

program is defined, that is when true "design"

commences. And while some firms may also take

on programming, even then, it usually falls under

pre-design or pre-development phases that are

separated lrom core design services.

But is this correct? \Vhere does design really

begin? When pen touches paper, or - more

likely these davs at the first click of a mouse?

At the identification of a need? Or is it during
the first steps taken to solve a problem?

In his book "Designing Our Way to a Better

Worid," Thomas Fisher, professor of architec-

ture, director of the Minnesota Design Center,

and the Davton Hudson Land Grant Chair in
Urban Design at the University ol Minnesota,

lays the groundwork for a more holistic approach

to design. He writes:

We tend to thtnk of design in terms of the uisible

world around us: the buildings ue occuplt and the

produch we use. But the 'inuisible' s2stems that we

depend on in our daill liaes tlu inJrastruchtre

buied beneath ourfeet or in our walls, the educational

and healtlt slslems thot we all expeience as u)e 0g?

or become ilL, and the economic and political slstems

iltaL qffert in us ml"riad wals oucr time remain

just as much designed as arrything that we inhabit

or use. Manl of us ma2 not think of them this ua1.

Because we cannot'see' or'touch' them, our political,

economic, health, educatio4 and i4frastructure slstems

ma) a\pear t0 lie belond an;tone\ abilitlt to change

thery eaen though thq all arosefrom some sort of
design process. Because of the scale Ef these sltstems,

as seemingfu aast as the inaisible 'dark matter' and

'dark energt' that constitute 96 percent of the uniaerse,

they mq a\pear t00 fficuh n moae. But rue can shlft

them lf ue think of tlum as a u.thol.e and lookfor the

leuers that can lead to the greatest transformation.

Why do we generally conceive of design as the

creation of physical objects or environments?

Why do most of the design processes that
pervade our daily lives remain so invisible? And
what can designers contribute to these invisible

processes, services, and systems?

Because most people responsible lor "design-

ing" these invisible systems have no training
in design thinking or how to employ a design

process, many of these systems that so radically
impact our daily lives are implemented without
critical examination of possible futures, including
likely failures and unintended consequences.

To further illustrate the point, let's look at

an exampie inspired by this summer's cin-
ematic blockbuster, "Oppenheimer." By today's
standards, would the atom bomb be worthy ol a

design award? It certainly was innovative, requir-
ing a harnessing of the collective knowledge
of the greatest scientists of the time, many of
whom were Nobel Prize winners. It certainly was

impactful, its development permanendy altering
life on earth as we know it and heralding in a new
era known as the Atomic Age. It certainly was

effective, too: Highly efficient in their lethality,
the two bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Naga-
saki killed around 200,000 people and effectively
brought an end to World War II in just under a

month. If we are to disregard "program" in this

case, I believe it is likely that this technology, by

most standards today, would be worthy of an

award. But I know I, lor one, have a very difficult
time separating the human consequences from
the artifact, or the program from the design.

This is, admittedll; an extreme example, but
extremes can help us to gain clarity on the softer,

hazier middles. If a program with the potential
for negative consequences is difficult to separate

from the credibility of its design, why shouldn't
we, conversely, give a project with a noble and
noteworthy program greater attention?

Many architects and firms have already taken
on much of this invisible work like program-
ming, community and engagement, research

design, and post-occupancy evaluation and I
suspect the scope of architects will only continue
to grow as the globai challenges we face in this
world become increasingly complex and more

dire. Granted, this type of design work isn't
nearly as easy to assess as a beautiful object in a

photograph. But as Fisher writes, "Like science

at the beginning of the 20th century design now
faces its own unchallenged assumptions and
unquestioned paradoxes, and it too has its own
hidden universes to explore."

9/to 2023 Texas Architect 5

"Oppenheimer" explores the morulh' ntbulous

deulopment of the atonic hortb.
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Construction Company

www.dalgleish.net
est. 1981

Built. Beautifully.
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www.formandfiber.com I tet. SOa-OO3-9269 | sales@formandfiber.com I tr,laOe in Texas I tritaOe in the USA
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ffi: MADE IN THE USA ffi:

---
Maestro A/C & Heat Pump with no outdoor unttl

COMFORTABLE INSIDE

MAESTR &@,
.C!:b,,With no outdoor unit SHMEMBER

Inverter Compressor and Variable Speed Motor

Heating & Cooling Capacity up to 11,600 btu/h

lnstallation Versatility: Low and High Wali

Easy Installation & Maintenance

Remote Control (standard)/Wall Thermostat (optional)

U'ITH

-'r*dlhlf
RIRSYSTEMS Sw

HI]ME OF CC]MFORT

ITALIAN

COMPANY
srNtt 1956

Austin 51?-462-4Tf7

lrving 972-570-4700
Fort Worth 8'17-838-7400

Missouri City 832-342-7000
McAllen 955-566-9540
Schertz 2]0-499-0004

www.olimpiasplendidusa.com
sales@olimpiaspl€ndidusa.com

115V & 230V 1 Phase available in stock

EAUTIFUL OUTSIDE

B rri
ffi
' ::..s"d*ilt};
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s
Maestro Wi-Fi App available

Features:
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GOLDBRECHT

THE INVISIBLE WALL SYSTEM

Iil1{llYATIYE
ttltEsTRtIt0l{
s0r.lJIt0ils
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Goldbrecht's lnvisible Wall - occasionally imitated, never equaled. Proven and tested since 1992,
with over 50,000 units installed in over 50 countries. Featuring many beautiful innovations
that you would only expect from Coldbrecht. Also Dade County hurricane impact rated.

31 0.9 8 8.44s 5

info@goldbrecht.com
goldbrecht.com
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Texas Tech DLA
Recognizes Alumni with
Design and Honor Awards

by Matt Garcia

In conjunction with last year's Texas Society of

Architects Annual Conference & Design Expo,

the Texas Tech Design Leadership Alliance

pt A), in paltnership with the university's Hucka-

bee College of Architecture (HCOA), celebrated

the annual Alumni Design and Honor Au'ards

in El Paso. The Design Awards program accepts

submissions from TTU HCOA alumni practicing

as architects, interior designers, or design interns'

Honor awards are nomination-based. The awards

program promotes public interest in design,

recognizes excellence in design, and provides a

sustainable source of support and funds for stu-

dents of the HCOA. "The alumni awards create

an opportunity for outreach and to highlight the

excellent design work being done internationally,

nationally, and regionally by HCOA graduates,"

says D[-A President David Pierce, AIA. "The rec-

ognized work spanned across the country this year

with prqjects broadly varying in scale and qpe."

This year's jury included Stephen O'Dell of

SODA in Bangkok, Thailand; Matt Fajkus, AIA,

of Matt Fajkus Architecture in Austin; and Eliza-

beth Chu Richter, FAIA, of Richter Architects in

Corpus Christi. A Citation Award was given to

Scott Hall, AIA, (then at OMNIPLAN! for the

Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum in

Dallas. Merit Awards were given to Rhotenberry

WeIIen Architects for El Granero in Midland;

DUST for Marla Suite in Marfa; and Steinberg

Hart for Miro Towers in SanJose, California. An

Honor Award was also given to Steinberg Hart

for the McGregor Computer Science Center at

Harvey Mudd College in Claremont, California'

Nick Deaveq AIA, and Morris A. Brown, FAIA,

had the DLAs highest honors bestowed upon

them: the Distinguished Alumnus and Klein-

schmidt awards, respectively.

The Distinguished Alumnus Award recognizes

a TTU HCOA graduate whose career and profes-

sional life have brought distinction to the college.

Nick Deaver, nominated under the category of

Distinguished Architectural Practice/Design,

has received more than 30 design awards at the

local, state, and national levels. His work has been

widely published, and he has lectured extensively,

most recendy as the keynote speaker for the

TTU HCOA 2022 2023lecture series, "RESIL-

IENCE." Influenced by the Texas flatlands, Nick's

design voice celebrates humanity, place, and work.

Each design is infused with beaury and meaning,

becoming something permanent and cherished.

Deaver resides in Austin, where he practices with

his daughterJes Deaver, AIA.
The Kleinschmidt Award recognizes any

individual, firm, or organization whose contribu-

tions or service have enriched the TTU HCOA.

Morris A. Brown is recognized for his role in

helping establish the HCOA 2+2 Bachelor ol
Science in Architecture degree program with

former Dean Andy Vernooy, FAIA, and former

Prolessor Mike Peters in EI Paso. Morris helped

coordinate a collaborative program between El

Paso Community College and the Texas Tech

College of Architecture that led to an accredited

four-year Bachelor of Architecture degree in EI

Paso; he served as the program's interim director

for two years. Morris has also led preservation

initiatives throughout the Southwest and has

been an instructor in interior design, art, and

architectural programs, blending his recognized

artistic talents with putposeful professional

pedagogy. Brown practices with the firm Wright

& Dalbin Architects in El Paso.

The Alumni Design and Honor Awards

are organized by the DLA, which was created

under former DeanJim Williamson and is being

continued under Dean Upe Flueckiger. David

Pierce explains: "The DLA is a group of mostly

alumni, student representatives, and other

patrons of the HCOA. Our membership is very

diverse and looking to add members outside of

traditional architectural practice. The Dean's

Circle (DLA leadership) has members in con-

struction, development, business, and, of course,

architecture. Diversity is one of our top goals'

We believe having members across multiple sec-

tors grves us a broader view of the various paths

new graduates might take."

The DI-A raises money lor the HCOA and

invests all earnings into student scholarships.

"This current DLA really wanted to boost student

interaction," says Pierce. "We have a large student

portfolio review a couple of weeks belore Career

Fair that has been very successful in creating

relationships between future and current alumni."

DLA Vice President David Hart adds: "There is

so much great work and so many great firms in

Texas [that] new graduates can stay in the state

lor work. The DLA can loster community and

keep alumni connected and in collaboration with

the HCOA long after graduation."
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Last November, the Texas Tech University
College of Architecture was renamed the Hucka-
bee College of Architecture, in honor of alumnus
TommieJ. Huckabee, AIA, founding principal of
Huckabee Architects. "The historic and trans-
formational gift from the Huckabee family will
center on the provision of student scholarships

and renovations to enhance our current facili-
ties," reflects Dean Flueckiger. "We are immensely
grateful for the generosity of the Huckabee family
and look forward to a bright future ahead."

The entrl deadlinefor the 2023 TW Huekabu Col-

lege of Archiuaure Duign Awards is September B. The

awards reception will take place on Nouunber 2, duing
the 77xas Sociery d Architccts S4thAnnual Co4ferenu I
Duign Expo in Port Worth.

Matt Garcia leads a small residential design studio,

Matt Garcia Design, in Austin.

FacingDallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum fu OM"I{IpLAN
Clockwise from top left E/ Granero b7 Rhotenberry Wellen Architeets; Marfa Suite
b7 DUS\ Miro Towers b1t Steinberg Hart; McGregor Computer Science Center by

Steinberg Hart
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BEST STRUCTURAL USE

Aztec Theatet
Overlook Terrace - San Antonio, TX
Manco Structures, Ltd.

<lt

BEST TACILITY * SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL
Duncan Public Schools,Black Box Theater
& Storm Shelter - Duncan, OK
Coreslab Structures (OKLA) inc'

/ I
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i
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BEST PARKING - MEDICAL
Children's Medical Center
Plano Parking Garage - Plano TX

Coreslab Structures (Texas) lnc.

llllltiltl

t

-BEST BRIDGE-STRUCTURAT
SH249-SH99 lnterchange,Tomball, TX

Valley Prestressed Products, lnc.

#
a

'\s . 
-

BEST PARKING STRUCTURE

HISD Bellaire High School
Parking Garage - Houston, TX

Legacy Precast

BEST PARKING - MULTI UsE
Park Place Denton Student Housing
Apartments- Denton, TX
Legacy Precast
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BEST MEDICAL FACILITY
Texas Children's Austin
North Hospital & Garage - Austin,
Coreslab Structures (Texax) lnc.
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PCIVIA 15 PROUD TO PRESENT THE 2022
BEST IN PRECAST AWARD WINNERS

Resilient, efficient, versatile. These are the characteristics that define precast concrete,

and the 2022 Best in Precast Concrete award-winning projects exemplify them all.

Some projects use precast to reflect a traditional aesthetic, while others use the material

to explore new and innovative design. All were selected based on design excellence,

innovation and quality construction, from a sea of contenders.

PCIVA is an association of precast manufacturers in Texas, New lVexico, and Oklahoma.

Its mission is to promote the innovative use of precast concrete through its partnership

with PCI (The Precast-Prestressed Concrete lnstitute).

As an industry resource, for architects and engineers, PCMA provides information on

how to use structural and aesthetic precast concrete to design more resilient, efficient,

and aesthetically versati le projects.

For more lnformation on our 2022 Best in Precast Concrete Award Winners
please explore PrecastCMA.org or visit us at TxA Design Expo, Booth 211.

Precast Concrete Manufacturers' Association
PrecastCMA.org . 866.944.7 252

BEST STRUCTU RE - SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL
UNT Ryan Tower - Dallas, TX
Enterprise Precast Concrete of Texas
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www.kaynemaile.com
. Reduces solar gain

by up to 70%
. ISCC PLUS certified
*Calculated using ISCC PLUS y3.4

. Up to 88% sustainable share*

. Fully recyclable

. Exterior and interior Find out more about Kaynemelle RE8

Get in touch at sales@kaynemaile.com

Design versatitity is the hal.tmark of terrazzo.

The contractor members ofthe Southwest Terrazzo Association have the

integrity and skill to comptete your unique project with precision. Find

specifications, information, coLor sampLes, contractor and suppl'ier members at

www.southwestterrazzo.org or catL 877-355-4400
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PoLish Heritage Center at
Panna Maria Foundation

Architect
Morkovsky Associates, lnc.

San Antonio, TX

Designer
steve Harding Design, lnc.

Houston, TX

General Contractor
Ketter I\4artin Construction

San Antonio, TX

Photographer - Anna N4igeon
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Texas Architects
Advocate for School
Safety and Security

by Gabriella Bermea, AlA, NOMA

More than a year ago, Texas families were forced

to face the unimaginable. Nineteen defenseless

third- and fourth-grade students and trvo educa-

tors were brutally murdered in the violent shoot-

ing at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde. This

event occurred four years after the 2018 tragedy

at Santa Fe High Schooi in Santa Fe, Texas, after

which school safety was made an emergency item

during the B6th legislative session in 2019. The

Texas Society ol Architects stepped into that

discussion by creating a School Safety Subcom-

mittee, consisting of representatives from some

of the state's top education design firms, to assist

in finding ways to improve school safety and to

become a resource to legislators.

In 2019, the Texas Legislature passed compre-

hensive school safety and mental health legislation

to make schools safer for students, educators, and

staff. Following the BBth legislative session held

this year, Texas legislators have reacted by imple-

menting comprehensive school safety measures

that include creating a safety and security depart-

ment within the Texas Education Agency (TEA),

establishing regional salery teams. requiring an

armed person at every school district or open

enrollment charter, and more. As legislators work

to protect families through policy, architects and

designers aid the effort by implementing research-

based design strategies to create safer and more

secure learning environments.

Protecting the health, safery and welfare of the

public is vita.l to the profession ol architecture. Since

its establishment, the School Safety Subcommittee

has created multiple documents with the purpose of
incorporating language from them into the State's

overall dialogue and response. The subcommittee's

olficial position can be lound at the TxA website.

Abby Hiles, AIA, associate principal with BRW

Architects and chair of the School Safety Subcom-

mittee notes: "The physical environment is only

one layer, dong with so many other factors, that

must be taken into consideration when we discuss

school securiry Wthin the physical environment,

there are also multiple layers of site, building and

technology that can be considered for deterrence

and protection. As the rules proposed by the

TEA fTexas Education Agency] look to address a

standard for physical security layers, architects are

an important voice in understanding the impact of
these elements on the physical environment."

The subcommittee has defined several funda-

mental truths: First, needs differ by community, so

responses must be determined locally. Second, the

broadest possible community input is critical when

those decisions are being made. And third, what-

ever choices are made, additional resources wiII be

required for adaptability for future needs. 'A basic

need for all human beings is to feel safe," says

Lauren Brown, AIA, principal at VLK Architects

and chair-elect of the School Safety Subcommit-

tee. "Our most r''ulnerable are our children who

depend on and trust that we, as their guardians,

are providing a safe environment without intellec-

tual and physical barriers to grow and learn.

Brown elaborates: "Our essential charge

as architects lies with the health, safety, and

welfare of building occupants. That overarching

responsibility allows the architect's lens to focus

and implement passive design solutions from

thoroughly researched CPTED fCrime Preven-

tion Through Environmental Design] principles.

The layering of safety building design practices

and elevated technologies can create the securiry

optics that teachers and even our youngest of
learners need within a building. I am encouraged

by some school districts' supplementing the basic

safety offerings by openly discussing and imple-

menting mental health solutions." Brown also

notes that any ne\\,TEA requirements should

be fully funded by the state so that the full cost

burden of equitably implementing safery mea-

sures does not become a district funding issue.

In 2018, AL{s Committee on Education held

a summit and subsequendy pubiished a report on

the design of safe, secure, and welcoming learning

environments. The report's findings concluded that

the design of secure and welcoming educational

environments is a product of combining the inter-

ventional strategies of CPTED with curative strate-

gies that contribute to positir,'e mental health and

a sense ol community and culture ol care. Diego

Barrera, AIA, a design director at WRA. Architects

and the 2023 r,ice-chair of the AIA Committee on

Education, served as a moderator for the CPTED

and Code Enforcement working group. Barrera

comments: "Through the 2018 efforts, one of
our primary goals was to have all the voices in the

room. Architects, poLicyrnakers, students, educa-

tors, school administrators, law enforcement and

building code officials, mental health experts, and

more were brought to the table. . .. Buildings alone

cannot solve gun violence. Our role as architects is

to create spaces that engage students. Our designs

must ba.lance creating welcoming environments

that celebrate students while using all the tools and

technology available to keep students safe."

The Texas Society of Architects included the

following as a part of the 2023 legislative agenda

regarding school safety: "Through our ongoing

work to promote best practice standards for the

design and construction of school facilities, we are

committed to providing the best guidance possible

on how school districts and charter schools might

improve school safety in existing facilities and in

the design of new facilities, whiie maintaining

open and positive learning environments."

The SBth legislature's response to safety and

security in schools is House Bill 3, authored by

Representative Dustin Burrows (R-Lubbock). It
was signed into law by the governor onJune 1 4

and will be effective September 1, 2023. This

bill requires that every school district and open

enrollment charter in the state establish an active

shooter protocol and that the Texas School Safety

Center collectively gathers every five years to

ensure that best practices are being followed. In
addition, every school district will receive $ 1 5,000

per campus, plus a safety and security funding
allotment equivalent to $ 10 per student, based on

daily average attendance, toward further harden-

ing their campuses. Lawmakers have allocated

$ 1 . I billion to the TEA for administering school

safety grants to be distributed among the over

1,000 school districts in the state. TxAs advocacy

and input has ensured that safety and security

requirements for school facilities was predicated

on best practices and that no new liability or

compliance traps were created for the profession.

There is no one-size-fits-all solution to school

safety. To ensure the safety and well-being of
students, school design must remain dynamic,

responsive, and adaptable to the evolving needs

of the community. Architects are champions of
innovation and are a critical voice in the creation

of effective and productive learning environ-

ments. Both architects and educators have the

responsibility to be at the table with policymakers

to promote positive, community-centric experi-

ences, u,hile prioritizing student health and safety

Gabriella Bermea, AlA, NOMA, is an associate and

design architect with VLK Architects; chair of the

TxA Equity, Diversity, and lnclusion Committee; and

communications director for the Young Architects

Forum.
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Explore the PAC-CLAD Color Palette
"The metal panels gave us a crisp, smooth surface and edge that offset

and contrasted with the randomness of the stone. They also provided an

opportunity for additional color in the faqade."

-Dwayne Mollard, AlA, principal, Collaborate Architects

s View Video + fase Study
LSC - East Aldine Center, Houston, TX
Contractor: PRC Rooting & Sheet Metal
Architects: lBl Group, Collaborate Architects
Profiles: Highline 31, Flush wall panels

Colors: Copper Penny, Cardinal Red
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Beautiful Doors with
Acoustical & Bullet Protection

Krieger acoustical doors protect against
unwanted sound by exceeding the American

Nationa I sta nda rds I nstitute (ANS I ) s1 2.60-2002
standard-up to STC 55. Plus, they come with a

bullet resistance rating of UL752 up to Level 3

built in for added safety with higher ratings
available up to UL Level 10.

Finishes to Complement Any Project
All Krieger doors come with our full range of custom finish options.
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Prime Painted Wood Veneer Stainless Steel Moldings & More

r$HF_*qE#www. KriegerP rod u cts.com
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WOOD - REFINED - REDEFINED

Tantimber products are thermally
modified in processes that meet or exceed

international standards for thermally
modification. Thermowood Ash has achieved

a hiological durabillty level l rating which
matches Ipe, while being a much easier

materiai to work and instaIl. We have

material on the qround in Austin, TX

availabie for immediate delivery!
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SEPTEMBER

Wednesday lil
LECTURE

Design Talks x AIGA Austin

Articulture

6405 Menchaca Rd.

Austin

austinfa.org

Friday 15

EXHIBITION OPENING

Laure Prouvost: Above

Front Tears Nest in South

Moody Center for the Arts

6100 Main St.

Houston

moody.rice.edu

EVENT

PARK(ing) DAY

Houston St. Between

Alamo and Flores

San Antonio

aiasanantonio,org

Saturday 16

EVENT

AIA FW Homes Tour

Various Locations

Fort Worth

aiafw.org

EXHIBITION OPENING

Trespassers: James

Prosek and the Texas

Prairie

Amon Carter Museum of

American Art

350i Camp Bowie Blvd.

Fort Worth

cartermuseum-org

EXHIBITION CLOSING

ln Our Own Words: Native

lmpressions

Art Museum of South

Texas

1902 N. Shoreline Blvd.

Corpus Christi

a rt m u seu mokouthte'€s.org

Sunday 17

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Robert Motherwell: Pure

Painting

Modern Art Museum of

Fort Worth

3200 Darnell St.

Fort Worth

themodern.org

Monday 18

LECTURES

Gallery Talk: MESO-COSM

Mashburn Gallery

University of Houston

4200 Elgin St.

Houston

arch.rice.edu

UTSOA Lecture Series:

Frank Barkow

Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Wednesday 20

LECTURE

UTSOA Lecture Series:

Dora Epstein Jones

Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Thursday 2l
LECTURE

Sally Walsh Lecture Series

Presents Alexandra Lange

Museum of Fine Arts

Houston

1001 Bissonnet St.

Houston

aiahouston.org

OCTOBER

Monday 2

LECTURE

UTS0A Lecture Series:

H6ctor Esrawe

Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Wednesday 4
EXHIBITION CLOSING

The Kimbell at 50
Kimbell Art Museum

3333 Camp Bowie Blvd.

Fort Worth

kimbellart.org

Frlday 6
EVENT

Chinati Weekend

Various Locations

Marfa

chinati.org

Wednesday 11

LECTURE

Design Talks x llDA Austin

Articulture

6405 Menchaca Rd.

Austin

austinfa.org

Satuday 21

EVENTS

Rice Design Alliance Civic

Forum: Houston Rezoned:

TIRZ and the City

Midtown Arts and Theatre

Center Houston

3400 Main St.

Houston

arch.rice.edu

AIA Houston Homes Tour

Various Locations

Houston

aiahouston.org

Sunday 22

EXHIBITION OPENING

Af ro-Atlantic Histories

Dallas Museum of Art
1717 N. Harwood

Dallas

dma.org

Monday 23

LECTURE

Public Programs Lecture:

Giancarlo Mazzanli

MD Anderson Hall

Rice University

Houston

arch.rice.edu

Saturday 28
EVENTS

AIA Austin Homes Tour

Various Locations

Austin

aiaaustin.org

AIA Dallas Tour of Homes

Various Locations

Dallas

aiadallas.org

Monday 3O

LECTURE

Public Programs Lecture:

Fabrizio Barozzi and

Alberto Veiga

MD Anderson Hall, Farish

Gallery

Rice University

Houston

arch.rice.edu

Friday 22

EXHIBITION OPENING

Tania Candiani

Blaffer Art Museum

4173 Elgin St.

Houston

blafferartmuseum.org

Wednesday 27

LECTURE

Public Programs Lecture:

Chris Leong

MD Anderson Hall

Rice University

Houston

arch.rice.edu

EVENT

Latinos in Architecture's

COLORES Celebration

Architecture Center

Houston

902 Commerce St.

Houston

aiahouston.org

Sunday lli
EXHIBITION OPENING

Rembrandt to Van Gogh:

Masterpieces from

the Armand Hammer

Collection

The Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston

1001 Bissonnet St.

Houston

mfah.org

Monday 16

LECTURE

UTSOA Lecture Series:

Rosetta Elkin

Austin

soa.utexas.edu

Wednesday 18

EVENT

Faculty Book Launch:

Ludwig Hilberseimer:

Reanimating Architecture

and the City, by Scott

Colman

lr/D Anderson Hall

Rice University

Houston

arch.rice.edu

SPOTLIGHT

IFTHE SKYWERE ORANGE: ART lN THETIME OF

CLIMATE CHANGE

Blanton Museum of Art

Opens September 9

Guest curated by journalist Jeff Goodell, this exhibition

explores the history and contemporary urgency of

climate-related issues. Works by 10 contemporary

artists address how climate change affects life on our

planet, from how we create energy to the stability

of ice sheets in Antarctica. Texts by Goodell and

scientists and writers from UT Austin and beyond

interpret the artworks from the perspective of the

authors' specialized knowledge of climate change.

JAUNE QUICK-TO-SEE SMITH: [/EMORY MAP

Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth

Opens October 15

Across decades and mediums, groundbreaking Native

American artist Jaune Quick-to-See Smith has deployed

and reappropriated ideas of mapping, history, and

environmentalism while incorporating personal and

collective memories. The retrospective will offer new

frameworks in which to consider contemporary Native

American art and show how Smith has led and initiated

some of the most pressing dialogues surrounding land,

racism, and cultural preservation.
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Smarter school design enabled by steeljoists and deck
Better education begins with better facilities. Steeljoists and deck create versatile,
adaptive open spaces that promote collaboration. Attain fire ratings and acoustic
mitigation for safe, welcoming buildings. Your boldest vision for the education market
is achievable. Together,let's build it better.
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Receive Texas' prem ier arch itectu ra I

magazine directly to your mailbox.

Subscribe
Today!

Get the magazine.
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L.A. FUESS PARTNERS
StructuraI Engineers
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The Link at llptown, Dallas, Texss
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3,800
CUST[IM CtlLtlRS
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ffi HANIIVER@ PREST@ PAVERS
Custom oggregote blending hos become Honover's trodemork, os well os
the obility to odopt to the speciol pover needs of eoch individuol project.

tHt NOVIEIK
With o librory of over 3,800 gronitelike colors ond o voriety of finishes to choose from, the
combinotions ore endless. Chollenge us - let's creote o unique color for your next project

Contqct HonoveP to find your locol representofive.

Archite ctural Pro ducts
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Dialogues on Design

/NfERNAL; Developing I nformed
Architectural Languages
Tom Diehl
Applied Research and Design
Publishing,2021

by Alex Lahti

"INTERNAL: Developing Informed Architec-
tural Languages" by Tom Diehl, an associate

professor at the University of Houston Gerald D.

Hines College of Architecture and Design, is the
author's first book and the result of a I 0-year dia-
logue between himself and I I architects at eight

notable architecture firms in North America.

It is a deliberate attempt to ferret out the use

and value of language-based approaches to the
architectural design process and is a resource for
anyone interested in the relationship between

architectural intention, the design process, and
realized architectural work. Structured as a

collection of eight interviews, the work includes

discussions withJohn and Patricia Patkau, Hon.
FAIAS, Tod Williams, FAIA, and Billie Gien,
AIA, Tom Kundig FAIA, Enrique Norten, Hon.
FAIA, Thom Mayne, FAIA, Brian Mackay-

Lyons, Hon. FAIA, Niel Denari, FAIA, and Eric
Owen Moss, FAIA. Each architect was asked the

same questions, a format that provides readers

with an objective view ol and opportunity to
assess each designer's approach to language-

based design strategies for themselves.
(INTERNAL" 

does not attempt to clas-

sify specific design approaches; instead, Diehl
asks the architects questions that help elucidate

their unique approach to internal, rather than
external, design motivators for each project. This
strateg'y distinguishes itself from qpical architec-
tural journalism or theory publications wherein
the respondent can shape the inquiry or use

INTERNAL,::
.a

Iom Diehl

the interview to promote his or her own port-
folio. "INTERNAIj' is distinctly different from
architect-approved monographs, such as "S, M,
L, XL" by Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, which
include inten'iews that act as an extension of the

architects' self-promotional activities.

Diehl notes that the book can be read in
multiple modes. For those interested in a specific

line of inquiry he invites them to read each

architect's response to a singular question. This
provides a horizontal or landscape view of a

single concept of architectural intention. Each

interview could also be read in a separate sitting
to provide the reader with an informative or
entertaining view of a single architect's approach

to a single project. Or, for those interested in
Diehl's larger interest in architectural inten-
tion and the attitudes and approaches of varied
architectural practitioners, one could comfort-
ably read the entire book over a single weekend.

As with most architectural theory there are

moments in the interviews where language itself
hinders the transfer of meaning; in such cases,

the author is careful to ask the architect follow-
up questions that help frame the discussion

around more tangible concepts.

Of all the architects interviewed, Thom
Mayne may be the most aware of Diehl's

audience of design students. To one follow-up
question, he responds, "Not only do design deci-

sions have to make sense, but they have to lead to

some payoffs." Mayne seems to understand that

students of architecture are part of the book's

intended audience, and he uses this fact as an

opportunity to share some of his core values with
future practitioners. Eric Owen Moss takes a

more idiosyncratic approach to Diehl's inquiry.
For him, design is more personal. 'Authenticity
comes lrom the ability lor one to nor accept it
as a rule, but in a manner that makes it belong
to the architect," says Moss. His work, as well as

the project discussed, demonstrate the personal
nature of Moss' own architectural process.

When I interviewed Diehl about "INTER-
NAL," he relayed to me that he had begun the

book project because he found that at the design

Iectures he attended, design processes and inten-
tions were taking a back seat to conversations on
document production and gestural references.

He became concerned that students or junior
practitioners were missing a vital component of
the discussion regarding the generation of archi-
tectural organizational strategies and the verbal
approach to design development. While working
on the project, he specifically had students in
mind as the primary audience; howeveq we dis-

cussed how the objective approach of this book
could be equally valuable for experienced profes-

sionals who wish to hone their own approach to
design intentions. Ultimately, Diehl hopes that
the reader gains a richer understanding of the

multitude of strategies that may be employed to
add meaningful complexity and richer architec-
tural design inquiry to the design process.

Alan-Voo Residence addition in Los Angelu b1t

NilDenari
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At the end of our discussion, I introduced the

subject of the impending changes and innovations

that artificial intelligence may bring to the archi-

tectural profession. Diehl laughed and replied

that while he never had any intention of linking

the trvo, in light of recent developments in AI he

would share that his final note on the subject was

this: Understanding architectural intentions and

language-based design strategies - their sources

and the ability to describe them verbally in ways

that clients, collaborators, and perhaps AI design

software can understand - are clearly valuable

skills. Each reader may choose to take away what

lessons or observations they wish from "INTER-
NAL" - and that is the specific value of a book

project that starts with inquiry and leaves the

conclusions to the audience.

Since the publication of this book in 2021,

the topic of artificial intelligence in design has

begun to take over the discussion of the luture

of innovation in architectural practice. As I write
this book review, I find that I have become more

syrnpathetic to Diehl's concerns and interests. If
much of architectural document production is

going to involve AI or algorithmically generated

strategies, what is the role of the human? Under-

standing the value of internal and external design

motivations will become more important for

practitioners who choose to embrace these tools.

Having better discussions about these motivations

and their intellectual and emotional approaches

will likely be how architects in the future dis-

tinguish the quality of their work. As software

becomes able to produce more competent docu-

ments with less labor from practitioners, it will in
fact be a practitioner's ability to contribute to the

conceptual value of a building that will demon-

strate their architectural skill. Diehl's book and

interviews offer important insights into the value

of ideation, verbal design processes) and internal
and external motivations for design solutions. If
you would like to reach a better understanding

of these topics - or simply gain more insight

into the work of the architects interviewed - this

book is worth your time.

Alex Lahti is an urban planner and landscape designer

based in Houston. He is currently pursuing a Master

of Architecture degree at the University of Houston,

where he studies the strategic reuse of mid-century

buildings and landscapes.

*INTERNALfeatures uork b1t Erit Owen Moss,

Morphosi.s, and MacKalt-Qtons Srueetapple Architects.
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Texas Roots, Houston's
Growth

The Architecture of Birdsall P. Briscoe
Stephen Fox
Texas A&M University Press,2022

by Andrew Hawkins, AIA

"The Architecture of Birdsall P Briscoe" is the

second book by author Stephen Fox to be pub-
lished in the "Sara andJohn Lindsey Series in the
Arts and Humanities" by Texas A&M Univer-
sity Press. His first book in this series was "The
Counry Houses ofJohn T. Staub," which details

the life of another Houstonian architect of the
same era. Fox is a renowned and often-studied
historian of Texas architecture who takes a spe-

cific interest in the city of Houston. He teaches

at Rice University and the University of Houston
in their respective schools of architecture, and
it is evident from his topics of interest that his
Houston roots run deep.

The book covers the life and work of Birdsall
P Briscoe, an architect practicing in Houston
from the turn of the 20th century until the mid-
1950s. A "Southern gentleman architect," Bris-
coe was born into a strong Texas heritage. Many
of his family members were founders of Texas

and part of the early "elite" class within the
newly formed Republic of Texas. And so Briscoe
began his career with societai clout in tow. He
was not formally trained as an architect, although
he had attended both Texas A&M University
and the University of Texas; Briscoe learned his
craft under the apprenticeship model, working
for a few architects in Houston in the late I B00s

and early 1900s. He eventually stepped out on his
own, partnering with other Houstonian architects
during his early career.

Briscoe's career was first interrupted by
World War I and then suffered through the
Great Depression. As noted in the book, the
architect used his social standing to work for
some of Houston's most influential residents and
socialites. He designed homes for family friends
and acquaintances, as well as their extended
families, establishing an extensive network of
related clients and projects over time. While
Briscoe also completed commercial, institu-
tional, and civic projects during his lifetime, his
residential work was most prevalent and contrib-
uted most to his legacy.

The book frames these homes as "country resi-
dences," a trend among the upper-class citizens
of the era. Many of the houses still exist in areas

like River Oals, Shadyside, and Riverside Terrace
and are occupied by some of Houston's more
affiuent residents. Briscoe's work was elegant and
drew from multiple historica.l styles, attempting
to create a new sense of society by rejecting some
of the current trends in elitist residential designs

Johnson
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of the times. His early works explored "prairie"-

and "craftsman"-sryle residences in an attempt to

diverge from the rends of Mctorian and Colonial

Revival architecture. The residences evolved into

the "country house" typology, which borrowed

elements from the villas of Italy and the Mediter-

ranean, reduced ornamentation, and reoriented

the house. His peers described his work as very

responsive to the needs of his patrons.

Most of Briscoe's surviving work is located in
River Oaks, which was developed by the famous

Hogg family of Texas. Briscoe was already a

prominent architect by the time the develop-

ment began in the late 1920s and had previously

completed work for the Hogg family. He designed

homes for many patrons in the new develop-

ment, and today the neighborhood boasts over

30 existing houses by Briscoe. Three have been

designated as Ciry of Houston Landmarks, and

one - The Clayton House - is on the National

Register of Historic Places. The book focuses on

the ideas of sryle, taste, and fashion as they relate

to Briscoe's ability to create social capital and

Sun room, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Clemens

craft a new image for Houston and its upper-class

citizens. The book leans toward the notion that

through his work, Briscoe was able to de-empha-

size the traditional residential architectural trends

of the time and establish a new identity for the

city's prominent citizens.

More a treatise on Houston's early develop-

ment than an architectural monograph, the book

is a dense read and contains more text than do

typical architectural coffee table books. The photos

by Paul Hester showcase Briscoe's work in glorious

fashion, and the historical images included provide

insight into the societal ideologies and social condi-

tions during Briscoe's career. Howevel there are

few drawings within the more than 350 pages of
the book, and at times, it is difficult to fully com-

prehend the design achievements of the architect,

as plan layouts are described in words without

graphic references. While there may be various

reasons for this omission, some additional images,

eren if reproductions, could aid in comprehension

and clarification of the residential designs. The

iack of architectural graphics does not detract

from the book's qualiry but it does skew the pub-

lication more in the direction of a historical piece

than an architectural monograph.

Briscoe certainly worked within a very exclu-

sive network of prominent early Texans, and the

people, relationships, places, and businesses dis'

cussed were all fundamental to the development

of Houston. This book is an excellent source for

readers seeking to learn more about the history

and development of Texas and Houston during

the first 50 years of the 20th century as well as

those interested in learning about Briscoe's life

and work. Fox has captured the architecture and

its motivations while remaining apolitical in his

delivery of the politics, exclusions, and social

constructs of this elite community. The signifi-

cance of this decision is ultimately left for the

reader to determine.

Andrew Hawkins, AlA, is principalof Hawkins

Architecture in College Station and an assistant

professor of practice in the architecture department

at Texas A&M University.
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Prorluets

by Rita Catinella Orrell

These new llnishes and furnishings help deflne lnterior landscapes, reduce noise,

and stand up to the high-performance needs of today's commercial spaces.

v

Plaid Ceiling Scape

Turf Design

turf.design

The Plaid ceiling scape is available as a stand-

alone cloud or a continuous system that comes

with optional tile caps to add a coffered look.

Plaid is offered in three different size tiers -
from a minimum of 3-by-4-inches to a maximum
of 16-by-24-inches. The solution is available

in Turf's 9 mm PET felt in a new palette of 32

shades and eight textures. A noise-reducing coef-

ficient ranging from 0.60 to 0.90 make Plaid a

practical system for commercial spaces.

Gather Acoustical Panels

Wolf-Gordon

wolfgordon.com

Gather Acoustical is a lightweight, semi-rigid
panel system in a 100 percent recycled PET
construction that helps reduce stressful noise

in workplace, education, and other contract
spaces, Twelve saturated colorways can be used

alone as solid color panels or digitally printed,
engraved, precision-cut, layered, folded, or
woven into 20 different high-performing
dimensional constructions. Gather offers noise-

reducing coefficient values between 0.25 and

0.90 and can be applied directiy to a wall or
layered and mounted with Z-clip or standoff
hardware. Wolf-Gordon supports each order ol
Gather with in-house acoustical expertise and

project management.

Bolon Studio

Matter Surfaces

mattersurf aces.com

Ideal for high-traffic areas, the Bolon Studio of
woven vinyl flooring is available to U.S. designers

exclusively through design flooring source Matter
Surfaces. The relaunched collection makes use

of the direction of the material's weft and warp
to reflect light and add dimension and features

geometric, graphic, and organic shapes that are

mixed and matched with textures and colors from
existing Bolon collections. The tiles are made in
Sweden using only renewable energy, contain

recycled material, and come in nine diflerent
shapes and 13 sizes.
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Microoffice Spark
SilentLab

silentlab.com

Nlade in the Czech Republic from a varnished

beech frame and sound-insulating glass, Microot
fice Spark is the first acoustic mobile room

designed to create a quiet zone in the extremely

noisy industrial sector. Designed lor one person,

the room offers an energy-sar.,ing motion sensor,

sound-insulating acoustic foam, LED light-
ing, a solid oak handle and magnetic lock, and

upholstered exterior panels. Accessories include

Silentlab's Clarity System, which uses ionization
to remove dust from the air, eliminate unpleasant

odors, discharge static electriciry and neutralize

dangerous microorganisms.

Sattel Mobile Seating System

Sixinch

sixinchusa.com

Ideal for breakout collaborative sessions

in the office or small group work in the

classroom, the Sattel includes liehtweight

upholstered stools, a bench, and a wagon

to easily transport the system. The stools

stack five units high and have an inte-

grated handle, foam-wrapped molded ply
frame with a layered foam cushion, and

protective leg glides. The Sattel bank is

a static seating solution that offers power

and storage of up to three individual
stools. The wagon can stack up to three

layers of stools and features a handle and

smooth motion swiveling casters.

Produets

Arcadia

Spacestor

spacestor.com

Spacestor's Arcadia system takes inspiration from
timeless architectural forms to provide a new

space-making toolkit for the workspace. Created
along with product design consultants at Gensler,

Arcadia uses only five classic geometric build-
ing blocls to create enclosures, semi-enclosures,

space-makers, and linear separators. The organic

shapes and soft upholstered melamine faced chip-

board (MFC) forms include classic colonnades,

portals, pantheons, porticos, forums, rotundas,

and cloisters. Available in an earthy palette of six

colors, the kit has a patented quick-release joining
system that allows shapes to be reused and recon-

figured as future needs adapt.
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Q&A With Low Design Office

by Abigail Thomas

h May of this2ear, Iaw Duign Offce assanbled

and presented a pauilion at the lSth Intunational

Architeeture Exhibition in Venice. DK Osseo-

Asare and R1,an Bollom, AIA, led their team in

the d*ign-build process. Their work at the Wnice

Arehitecture Biennale is the culmination of more

than a decade d eommuniry-based researeh into

modular bamboo construetion s2stems. The paailion

will be on displalJrom Ma1 20 to Noaembu 26 as part

of the Arsmale, curated b2 hslel Lokko, who is also seruing

as the curator for the entire Bimnale this yar. Witer Abfuail

Thomas spoke with Osseo-Asare and Bollom about the experience

of duigningfor the Veniee Biennale. Thefollowing transcipt has

been editedfor cLarit2 and length.
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Abigail Thornas: To begin, could you
explain the Venice Biennale and its
therne this year?

DK Osseo-Asare: The theme this year is in
two parts. The title is "The Laboratory of the

Future," and the intent here is to drive some-

thing that will live beyond the Biennale itself. It's
not just about what you get when you come and

see things here, but how this can be a platform
for precipitating other things in the future.

The other half of it is that it's very much

themed around Africa. The curator, Lesley Lokko,

is Scottish-Ghanaian but a.lso a dame in the

United Kingdom. She has been very outspoken

about how challenging it has been to showcase

Africa at the Venice Biennale. In many historical

contexts, there was this notion that Black people

existedjust to produce labor not to be the

beneficiaries of ans and culture,just to contribute

to them. The current demographic projections by

the UN tell us that birth rates are declining across

the world, and the only place that's still growing

at a high rate is Africa. So the current projection

is that, by the end of this century more than one

in three people in the world will be African. The
future is African. And I think that's why ksley
made the Venice Biennale about Africa.

I think it's a particularly interesting Bien-

nale because it's bringing to the fore a lot of the

tensions that are simmering beneath the surface

around the world. But beyond that, we're mostly
focused on just helping make people's lives better.

We're excited to be here because our work has

been a bridge between Texas and Africa. It's why
we call ourselves "the transatlantic studio." We're

excited to showcase some of the work we've been

developing that is in dialogue with work in Texas.

It shows how we're thinking about the future and
how we can play a role in Africa's future in terms

of the diaspora.

AT: What was the selection and proposal
process like for getting your design into
the Bie--ale?

DO: We received an invitation email that said

the curator of the Biennale had been lollowing
our work and found it something that could make

sense as part of what she's trying to curate. Then
there was a whole series of submissions where we

started with a very succinct conceptual proposal -just a few words and an image - and the project

evolved from that point in conversation between us

and the curatoria.l team of the Biennale.

AT: How involved was Lesley Lokko in
the process of developing this project?

DO: I think that Lesley has been unbeliev-
ably involved because the Venice Biennale is

enormous. There's the country pavilions and
the central pavilion, and she added a number of
additional events this year. It's a huge produc-
tion with so many moving parts, and so from
my interactions with her, she's been incredibly
involved. That said, she had a whole team of
curatorial assistants distributed around the

world, so we worked primarily with the assistant

curatorial team. We weren't meeting with her

directly. Although, for some of our submissions,

she would send a letter with very specific feed-

back that we would then incorporate.

Ryan Bollorn, AIA: And I think we were very
lucky, too, that we were a part of her "special

projects." We are a part of her own curation, as

opposed to the counry pavilions. So I think that
provided a lot ol lreedom for our proposal that
maybe we wouldn't have had otherwise.

DO: That's true. And I could also add that I
was the architect of the Ghana pavilion at the
Art Biennale last year. Ghana has not yet had

a pavilion at the Architecture Biennale, but it
was the second time that Ghana had a pavilion
at the Art Biennale. The first time was in 2019,
and the architect was David Adjaye. We did a

follow-up for David with the same curator, Nana
Oforiatta Ayim. In 202 1, she developed a new

vision for the future of Ghana's museums, mon-

uments, and natural heritage. The government

of Ghanajust recently reclassified this highest

tier of natural heritage as part of the museum

structure. I wrote the chapter on the future of
museums lor Ghana as a pan-African vision.
Based on that initial set of ideas and conversa-

tions, she then invited me to do the pavilion last

year. It was a real honor for us.

Ircsley saw the pavilion last year, so she was

very keen for an opportuniry to revisit what we had

originally proposed. That's why this year's pavilion

recycles the physical components of last year's

Ghana pavilion. We redeployed and modified

them in a number of different ways this year. It's a

FacingThe pattilion's

modular bamboo configu-

ration is se !f-s tructural,

allowing it to be oriented

in an2 direction.

Right This )ear\ paoilion

re c2 c le s man2 co mp onent s

from last2ear's Ghana

paailion, also designed by

Osseo-Asare.
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big honor for us, but it's also tiring. The metaphor

I always give is it's like you just finished doing the

winter Olyrnpics, and then you turn around and

do the summer Olympics. \{re spent all of last year

doing the Art Biennale, and then suddenly we're

back again to do the Architecture Biennale.

AT: How did that idea of continuity
irnpact your inspiration or the difierent
cornpolrents of your proposal?

DO: Going back many years, we've had a lot
of interest in - as you know by the name of
our firm - Iowness. In the world of archi-
tecture, minimalism is usually understood as

beautiful and simple white furniture in a white
room. But those aesthetic ideas about what is
minimal don't always take sustainability into
account. If you really want to think about
something that's minimal, you have to think
about things like carbon footprint or your
impact on the environment. We have a lot of
interest in bamboo because it's a carbon sink,

so it actually sucks more carbon out of the

environment than you end up using to turn
it into a building, in certain cases. Even in
regions that have historically used bamboo, the

material has not always transitioned effectively
into the vocabulary of modern architecture,
mainly because every stick of bamboo is dif-
ferent. They're non-standard. With lumber
in the U.S., the trees are all different, but you

go through a lot of procedures to end up with
dimensional lumber. These same processes

are just beginning for bamboo. That's why in
Nigeria and Ghana, we were working experi-
mentally with bamboo and trying to solve this

fundamental problem of how to take a non-
standard bioproduct and turn it into standard-
ized elements for construction.

RB: DK has been working on this technology

since his undergrad thesis 20 years ago and

continued to develop it in his graduate thesis.

Taking it to the next step happened in 2019,

when we were finalists for MoMA PS 1 . The
modules were first introduced at that point, and

we started to figure out the technology for how
to put this thing together quickly and smartly

and efficiently. We worked with Drophouse

Design to develop the joints. Christian Klein
and Matt Satter helped make prototypes of
the firstjoints and figured out how to fit them

together. We had our proposal for the first pro-
totlpe, and there's been several other iterations

since then. There's a number of different
systems involved, and each one has evolved over

time with each iteration.

DO: These structures, we callthemj4fuplo
It's a neologism that's trying to underscore the

shared history that Africa has. If you watched

the World Cup when it was in South Africa, they

had what looked like plastic trumpets - they're

called awu4la and they just make one sound.

taditionally they were understood as ecclesiasti-

cal instruments, used in religious ceremonies. So

they had a certain role that they played within
society. Africa is very much connected to sounds.

Many cultures historically, at least in West Africa,
would also use drums to communicate informa-
tion between different areas. And in West Africa
there's a food calledj4f4 which is like a dough

of pounded yam, cassava, or plantain. Differ-
ent groups ol people have their own recipe, and

you normally eat it with a kind of soup or sterv.

You eat as a group in a way that brings people

together. It's very emblematic of African culture.

It's also representative of how close people are

to the land. We put these words together to talk

about an architecture of community.

We also understand them as embryos of a
future architecture which is alive and sentient and

mobile. Sometimes people find it very strange

when we talk about that. But in many African
understandings of reality, everything that is physi-

cal is considered to be spiritually active. We might

talk about the human soul, but in many African
cultures everything that is material has a soul or
spirit energy. That means that a stone is alive,

and a river is alive, and a mountain is alive. It's

a bit meta for a lot of mainstream architecture,

but that's why we see this as a long-term project

of discovery and experimentation. But we do talk
about the fufuzela as a living structure.

ATr I know youjust now finished the
installation process over in Venice. Were
there any challenges that carne up, or atry-
thing that worked particularly well due to
your prototylring process?

DO: Our main challenge was logistical. It's

always tricky to move a bunch of people between

different countries. Also, we do design-build, so

we built our pavilion. A lot of other architects

relied on local contractors or technicians, but for
the most part we built it ourselves. We had trvo or
three days, with a bit of help from a few techni-

cians. We came here with bags full of power tools

and started cutting and making and building.
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Beyond that, what did help us is the fact that

we have been doing this in a massively iterative

way. Like Ryan said, I've spent years just building
things with no budget in a forest in Nigeria or
different neighborhoods in Ghana in a flexible,

freeform, experimental way. That helped us to

understand the materialiry of bamboo and its
peculiarities. Since 2019, when we were finalists
for MoMA PS1, we've been building and experi-
menting and iterating. France had a national ans

and culture intervention called "Africa 2020,"
which was looking at the unique relationship

that France has had historically - and continues

to have - with Africa. We were commissioned

to design a microuniversiry that was somehow

mobile. There, we made the first tlvo full-scale

protoqpes of the fufuzela.

The fufuzela from France then traveled to
Germany and were re-exhibited there. We also

used digital fabrication equipment to produce

components for that exhibition in Germany.
After Germany, the structures then traveled to
Senegal for the Dak'Art Biennale, and they are

now in Ghana. The components of the one

made with computer-controlled fabrication
equipment became the Ghana pavilion in Venice

last year. Those same elements were repurposed

this year for the Architecture Biennale. Doing

this series of exhibitions ailowed us to have many

microtests for different design aspects. We are

now sharing it as an open-source technology that
anyone can use.

AT: As a conscious choice rnade by the
curator, most of the participants in'5The
Laboratory of the Future" are srnall
firrns or individual designers. I{hat is
the significance of grri.g this large plat-
form not only to designers speaking to
Africa and African diaspora, but also to
emaller designers within that group?

DO: I think one of the things that's really at

the core of our work is we believe that high
design and high art, at the end ol the day, are

always made by people. Architecture is built by
people, but sometimes the folks from the build-
ing industry tend to be cut out. I think because

we also build, we see everyone as collaborators:
clients, other architects, and the tradesfolk
we work with to put buildings together. We're

saying that architecture has to be understood
as something that is collaborative and involves

lots of different people from different walks of
life. We're saying that architecture is not just
about architects; it involves the whole industry.

In terms of our exhibition, the main structure

is playing a {ilm on two screens, and there's a

series of drawings along the wails where we're

partly explaining our process of collaboration

and partly showing the blueprints of this open-

source technology. In a weird way, the screen is

a form of communication. Through the screens,

the structures are able to tell you a story. One

of the drawings on the wall is of the fufuzela. In
this drawing, we're showing how it's a protot)?e
of an architecture which is not fixed in place.

Normally, architecture begins with a foundation

and then you build up from there. But here, this

is actually self-structural - you can reorient it
because it has no up; it has no front; it has no top.

It can turn itself into any configuration.

AT: By showcasing this open-source
technology through the pavilion and your
drawings, what do you hope that people
who see the structure - and the tech-
nology behind it - take away frorn the
experience?

DO: I know this sounds grandiose, but in a way,

the fufuzela are a prototy?e for an entirely new

world of architecture. So much of architecture

is built up from the DNA of the box, but the
fufuzela is built up from the DNA of a sphere.

So it leads to an entirely different species of
structural systems. It's hard to understand from
drawings, but when you're physically in the

space, you experience what it means to be in a
spherical space. It's very different. There are no
corners, and sound resonates because it doesn't

have corners to die away in. It's definitely a new
species of architecturai and structural language.

I think the main story of the fufuzela is that
it's a scaffolding for architectural experimenta-
tion. The hope is that when people see it, some

will consciously seek it out and others may be

unconsciously influenced. We see ourselves as

people who want to make the future positive
for everyone. We hope to build more bridges
between communities and also between Africa
and other piaces like the U.S.

Abigail Thomas works at McKinney York Architects

in Austin.

FacingDrawings

il lu s trating the c o I la b ora-

tio e pro c e s s of deu e lop ing

theftqfugla are an integral

part of the exhibition.

Lell Low Design Ofice

will continue to deuelop

the open-source technologt

of thejafuzela qfter the

Biennale ends.
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Proud member of the
Ghostline Kitchens project teom
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Congratulations to ffiffit mCLAYTON
KORTE ntry'-Wine Cave proj€ctl

Congratulations to
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CEC ll\ustin
122'l S. MoPac Expressway
Suite 35O
Austin, Texas78746

512.439.A400 | cecinc.com/austin

Civil & Environmental
Consultants, lnc.

t*
PRECAST CONCRETE MANUFACTURER

Architectural&
Structural Precast
Concrete
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rccsoo - FEMA 361

Storm Shelter
Systems

speedfabcrete.com 817.478.1137
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w4LL Main Ste RoundStreet, 310, Rock, www.aysenS.com 512,951.583sfx78E64

AYS Engineering is a privately held consulting engineering firm
serving Central Texas, whose core capabilities are focused in

three primary service areas: Mechanical Engineering, Electrical

Engineering and Plumbing Design. AYS is a unique, minority-
owned small business certified with the State of Texas as a HUB

and the City of Austin as an MBE. We are a strong nucleus of
experienced professionals whose success has been built from
over 75 years of combined experience.

Southwest
Engineers

Srre Crvr-
Desrcn ron

Awano
WrNnrruc
PnolecrsSWENGINEERS.COM
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,,REAL.

RAW. RELEVANT.
RELENTLESS. RESULTS."

SERVICES OFFERED
- General Construcion
- Program Management
- Owner Representation

Construction Management
Pre-Construction & Due Diligence Services FOLLOW US

@ @citaoeldevgroup

CONTACT US

Jeremy Smith
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Consulting & Design
I nformation Technology, Audiovisual, Security
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LEARN MORE

(8321249-9379

4btechnology.com

JOE AKER AKER PHOTOGRAPHY

The future of building technologies
aa

!s tn our n o

4b provides clients with expertise and objectivity in evaluating,
planning, and designing voice, data, wireless, audiovisual, security
and cable infrastructure systems to support robust technology
applications.4b is a Women-Owned (WBE)and Historically
Underutilized Business (HUB).
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Douglass Alligood, AlA, NOMA

Partner, Bjarke lngels Group

New York City

Paola Calzada

Founder, Paola Calzada Arquitectos

Mexico City

Thomas Robinson, AIA

Founder and Principal, LEVER Architecture

Portland, Oregon
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On Process

by James Adams, AIA

Four-time Academy Award-winning actor Katherine Hepburn once said:
'As for me, prizes are nothing.... My prize is my work." The sentiment
is easy to appreciate, especially in the motion picture industry, where
consumption of the artform by a wide audaence is critica! to its suc-
cess and an achievement in its own right. But in a field like architec-
ture, where the work is typically experienced by a smaller audience,
many architects and designers yearn for the validation and promotion
that come with a formal award.

Design awards programs, whose audiences include both the archi-
tecture communi$r and those who patronize it, serve multiple purposes.

They are important in their effort to scrutinize and elevate the best work
submitted each year, They also showcase architectural aspirations, and
when conducted in a fair manner, they bring legitimacy to innovation. In
addition, a well-prepared award submission provides the discipline for
excellent marketing material, even if no formal recognition is received.

The Texas Society of Architects Design Awards program strives to
accomplish these goals through its mission "to recognize outstand-
ing architectural and urban design projects by architects practicing in
Texas to promote public interest in design excellence." This year, the
program received 234 entries - a 5O percent increase over the year
prior - to the delight of the Design Awards committee. While that
may read as bad news for architects wishing to improve their odds of
receiving recognition, it is excellent for the future of the awards pro-
gram and for the goal of elevating great design in Texas.

What does it take to win a design award? lt's a simple question
with a very complex answer. This year, as in the past, the instructions
to the jury focused on merit. There were no categories; there were no

restrictions on how the design awards were selected. The process was
developed by the jury during the deliberations, in a manner of their
own choosing. The submissions were anonymous, and questions from
the jury regarding projects were addressed only with statements noted
in the submission.

Observing these deliberations is a fascinating process and a reward-
ing aspect of involvement with the committee. From the sidelines,
we quietly watch the jury develop their own system of recognizing -
fairly - the work submitted. Jurors are incentivized to arrive early and
spend time together over the two-plus-day process, This affords them
the opportunity to build trust with each other and work collectively.
Few things in architecture happen so quickly and with such thrilling
results as a good jury finalizing their selections,

The TxA Design Awards program is held in high regard, and this is
due largely to the quality of work in Texas. lt is also due to the integ-
rity of the program, and TxA's willingness to invest in building a great
jury each year - something the committee begins working on nearly
a year in advance.

Jury selection is a collaborative process in which a diverse group
of volunteers and staff identify a dynamic slate of thinkers, innova-

tors, and experts who have proven ability to elevate and educate us
with their critical-thinking skills. A candidate's professional persona,

diversity of experience, background, and location all factor into the
selection process,

On April 20-21, we were honored to convene a dynamic and
thoughtful jury. Paola Calzada, the founder of her eponymous small
firm located in the Polanco neighborhood of Mexico City, brought a

focus on comprehensive interdisciplinary sustainable design. Thomas
Robinson, AlA, the founder and principal of LEVER Architecture in
Portland, Oregon, contributed his experience in innovative building
material use that is also focused on sustainable practices. Comple-
menting them was Douglass Alligood, AlA, NOMA, a New York-based
partner at Bjarke lngels Group, who brought expertise in the planning
and design of large-scale, complex projects.

Prior to gathering at the TxA office, the jury was sent copies of all
234 entries wlth the assignment to independently review each submis-
sion and provide an initial non-binding recommendation on whether
or not to award the project. Once in the same room, the jurors worked
effectively to develop and communicate their goals collaboratively.
This included discussions on the importance of a great idea versus

the execution of a good idea. They verbalized the value they placed

on the consistency of a project and the story of its purpose. Candidly,
they agreed that the quality of the imagery and photography was
fundamental to how they viewed a design. As an observer, I imagine
that the sheer number of submissions forces the jury to be expedient
in their initial review. Only upon subsequent discussion could they
curtail the submissions into a manageable group. This was a fair and
inclusive process in which jurors were able to voice their individual
thoughts, ultimately arriving at 23 award-winning projects.

Each year, many previously unrecognized projects are resubmitted,
and often the entry has been further refined. A critical factor that
ampacts success in a given year is the fact that each jury is different
and views each proiect uniquely, and each submission is viewed in
the context of other prolects submitted that same year. The ability
to show only the best supporting documents and imagery to tell a

concise story is fundamental to success in this program.
Of this year's submissions, 47 percent were by firms located in

Austin, 18 percent by firms in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, 12 percent by
Houston firms, 9 percent by San Antonio firms, 9 percent by firms in
other areas of Texas, and 4 percent by firms outside of Texas.

Projects in Austin comprised 35 percent of the projects submitted;
Houston, 15 percent; the DFW area, 14 percent; San Antonio,4 per-

cent; other areas of Texas, 24 percent; and projects outside of Texas,

8 percent. Of the 23 winning projects, 11 are located in Austin, four
in Houston, one in Dallas, one in San Antonio, four in other areas of
Texas, and two outside of Texas.

Thirty-eight percent of submissions were residential construction
and 62 percent non-residential. Winning projects included 13 resi-
denees and 1O non-residential works.

Reflecting upon this iury's findings and the high quality of work
recognized should bring great pride and inspiration to our architec-
tural community in Texas. Each award presents us all with a call and a
challenge to elevate our own work in order to make our built environ-
ment as effective, sustainable, and inspiring as possible.

James Adams, AlA, is the chair-elect of the TxA Design and Studio Awards

Committee and an architect at Corgan in Dallas.
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"Sometimes it's about the furniture;

sometimes it's about the furnishings;

and sometimes it's about the

decorative ceiling - but they don't

divert your eye to too many ditferent

places at once. They're really able to

keep the focus and make it interesting."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Austin

Client 8VC

Architect Michael Hsu Office of Architecture

Design Team Michael Hsu, FAIA, NOMA,

Ken Johnson, Chet Morgan, AlA, Erin Hamilton,

Julie Klosterman, Claire Levine-Kay, Arielle Shaves

Contractor The Burt Group

Civil Engineer WGI

MEP Engineer AYS Engineering

Structural Engineer Structures

Landscape Architect LandWest Design Group

Waterproofing Consultant Acton Partners

Signage Building lmage Group
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A 100-plus-year-old bungalow in Austin's South

Congress neighborhood was transformed into
headquarters for a venture capital firm. Inspired

by the building's original characteq the design

incorporates contemporary elements that respect

and enhance its heritage. A glazed exterior

corner emulates the original screened porch

and reorients the entry to the back of the space,

allowing for a wraparound plaza connecting

the main building to a clubhouse boardroom.

The interior layout took cues from the existing

chimneys and leaned into dark, warm tones. A
carefirl selection of materials and color-mapped

palettes - including walnut wood floors, lime
wash paint, wall coverings, plaster arches, and

marble finishes - creates a sophisticated study-

like atmosphere that is complemented by a mix
of vintage and modern luxe furnishings.
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Alta Vista Residence

"l really appreciate that, at least from

the street, it's not overly scaled. lt

feels residential, but it's also, in a way,

grand, like these oaks are grand, when

it needs to be."

- Thomas Robinson. AIA

Location Austin

Clients David and Janet Cooper

Architect Alterstudio Architecture

Design Team Kevin Alter, Ernesto Cragnolino, FAIA,

Tim Whitehill, Michael Woodland, AlA, Matt Slusarek,

AlA, Haifa Hammami, Shelley McDavid, AIA

Contractor Abode Modern Homes

Structural Engineer MJ Structures

Landscape Architect Aleman Design Build

Geotechnical Englneer Capital Geotechnical Services
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The AIta Vista Residence is situated at the edge

of an escarpment between several live oak trees.

A delicate roof defines the entry and carport and

floats above a vertical-board-formed concrete

waII. Visitors pass under the limbs of a magnifi-

cent live oak and across a modest bridge to enter

the home, which opens onto the canopies of two

more live oaks via glass panels that slide into an

adjacent wall. Concrete is set against rift-sawn

white oak, anchoring the interiors against the pull
of the outdoors, and abstraction is used to focus

attention on the subtlety of light, material, and

circumstance. An ADU and extra 1,300 sf below

the entry level take advantage of the change in
section, tucking unobtrusively into the hillside.
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Berkshires Farmhouse

"lt's respectfulof its environment and

respectful of the materials, because

they let them develop over the years.

... lt will always keep on changing in

accordance with the environment,

which I respect a lot, not trying to keep

things the same, because nature is

ever changing."

- Paola Calzada

Location New Marlborough, Massachusetts

Clients Emily Newman and Jeremy Stanton

Architect Kinneymorrow Architecture

Design Team I/ichael Morrow, AlA, Jessi Mills

Contractor Built by Owner

Structural Engineer Insight Structures
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When their house burned down, a coupie built
a new home on their small Berkshires farm
nearby. Constructed by the husband, a chef and

butcher by trade, with help from his brother
and a friend, the house is sited on a hill with
360-degree views. Standing-seam weather-

ing steel was selected for the skin, and ash and
hemlock used for cladding was felled, milled,
and seasoned on site. The home's gabled form
bridges a saddle in the earth, creating a carport
below and a covered entry into a basement

utility space. Above, the plan is split lengthwise:

Private spaces are aligned at the back, with the
kitchen, dining, and Iiving areas along the front.
The communal spaces are anchored by oriel
windows and bookended by screened porches.
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Canterbury House

"This is a new typology about how you

can organize around a porch. Instead

of it being in f ront of the house, it

becomes the heart of the house and

creates this sense of a celebratory,

almost civic, space within avery

modest residential building."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Austin

Client Nils Timmerman

Architect Murray Legge Architecture

Design Team Murray Legge, FAIA, Lincoln Davidson,

Luca Sensie, Michael Norris

Contractor Curate

Structural Engineer Duf f y Engineering

Civil Engineer LandDev Consulting
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In Austin, modest inner-city houses are being

torn down to create large, luxury single-family

dwellings. In contrast, this client sought to build
four super-eftcient, compact homes on a vacant

lot. The Canterbury House - with two bed-

rooms, a media room, and a fully detached guest

suite in only 1,680 sf is one of these units.
The home's form is inspired by traditional dog-

trot houses, with the courtyard serving as a core

that extends living space outdoors. White stucco

clads most of the exterior, while the courtyard
uses a garapa rainscreen system and is shaded

with a steel brise-soleil. On the interior, modest

materials, such as white subway tile, stick fram-
ing, and plywood bay windows, bring warmth
into the living space and bedrooms.
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Falcon Ledge Residence

"The way it's situated in the site is

the most successful thing about

this project - how the views are

descendant and ascendant, the way

that not one view is the same. ... lt's not

about money or about luxury; it's about

the luxury of nature,"

- Paola Calzada

Location Austin

Clients Patricia Snodgrass and Doug Swarin

Architect Alterstudio Architecture

Design Team Kevin Alter, Ernesto Cragnolino, FAIA,

Tim Whitehill, Matt Slusarek, AlA, Haifa Hammami,

Elizabeth Syndor, AIA

Contractor Matt Sitra Custom Homes

Structural Engineer [/J Structures

Mechanical Engineer Positive Energy

Geotechnical Engineer Capital Geotechnical Services

Landscape Architect Aleman Design Build
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The Falcon Ledge Residence was built on a prop-
erty long written offas a possible home site, and
the building's form - an unexpected tower rising
above the tree canopy - was largely determined
by the logic of its sequencing. Aplatform built
adjacent to the street for construction staging
later became a garage and bridge connecting
to a tall, taut home organized with living spaces

on top and private spaces below. Oriented for
energy efficiency, the compact volume features
deep recesses framing views through a steel panel
skin, operable windows promoting cross ventila-
tion, and glazing srrategies that optimize daylight.
The design is rooted in an ecological approach
that acknowledges finite resources as a positive
contributor in the creation of ethical architecture.
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Fierce Whiskers DistillerY

"l always appreciate when an architect

speaks the language of the product

that it's trying to sell, and when they

understand the importance of that

product as historical, tasteful, aged.

All those characteristics are there in

the architecture."

- Paola Calzada

Location Austin

Client Fierce Whiskers Distillery

Architect Overland Partners

Design Team Adam Bush, AlA, John Douglas

Burleson, Charles Schneider, AlA, Jakob Hyde, Ramiro

Guardiola, Angela Toscano Ramos, Rui Xiong

Contractors Sabre Commercial (Distillery), lE2

Construction (Tasting Room)

Structural Engineer Datum Engineers

MEP Engineer EEA Consulting Engineers

Civil Engineer Southwest Engineers

Life Safety Consultant Austin Permit Service

lnterior Design - Tasting Room Brand Bureau

Solar Array One80 Solar
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Fierce Whiskers is the first full whiskey produc-

tion and barrel storage facility permitted within
the city of Austin and the first distillery of its
kind in Texas. The distilling building, with its

rooftop solar arrays, runs east/west lor ideal solar

orientation; it houses production, with milling,

cooking fermenting, and distilling spaces on full
display. The rickhouse is oriented north/south
to maximize heat gain potential for barrel aging.

A first-of-its-kind louver system and open grate

floors modulate airflow around barrels to control

the aging process. End bays house egress stairs

and barrel lifts, with additional louvers offer-

ing glimpses to the barrels inside. Msitors can

observe the entire process from the facility's tast-

ing room via overhead doors connecting back-

and front-of-house spaces to the outdoors.

x
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Ghostline Kitchens

"You might expect the appetite for

architecture to stop at the porch, and

then once you get inside, it's all kitchen

But the interior space is also quite

wonderfuland beautiful. ... l'm inspired

to think this is something that could

happen in other cities."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Austin

Client Ghostline Kitchens

Architect A Parallel Architecture

Design Team Eric Barth, AlA, Ryan Burke, AIA, Aaron

Manns, AIA

Contractor Capital Constructors Group

Structural Engineer Arch Consulting Engineers

MEP Engineer AYS Engineering

Civil Engineer KBGE,/Civil & Environmental

Consultants

Geotechnical Engineer ECS Southwest

Kitchen Consultant GOTU Consulting

Landscape Architect Benkendorfer + Associates
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While the creative office as a typology has flour-
ished over the past 30 years, commercial kitchens
have largely been relegated to anonl,rnous win-
dowless buildings and basements. This prorot)?e
flagship facility in South Austin represents the
evolution of the food industry. It creates an acces-

sible, affordable food production facility serving
chefs, bakers, restaurateurs, and food vendors in
a purpose-built space designed to foster creativ-
iry collaboration, and well-being. The steel and
glass coworking and lobby space is flooded with
daylight and connects to covered outdoor spaces
and a community-focused "fairground." The
production kitchens and warehouse spaces bal-
ance efficiency, flexibiliry, and comfort. The result
is a highly functional and adaptable building that
can transform with the ever-changing trends and
technologies of the industry.
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Highland Park
Presbyterian Church

"Even in their presentation, the design

team uses the term 'resPect,' and

that's exactly what I see in this project

They've respected the historic parts

of the building ... and the new parts

of the building are designed artfully,

artistically, and tn an aesthetically

pleasing way that f its,"

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NOIVA

Location University Park

Client Highland Park Presbyterian Church

Architect OMNIPLAN

Design Team Tip Housewright, FAIA, Aaron Farmer,

AlA, Mark Holsinger, Meredith Quigley, AlA, Joanna

Hampton, AlA, Wes Garwood, AlA, David Brewerton,

AIA, Eddie Fortuna, Emily Yan, AlA, Ashley Creedon,

Morgan Mitford

Contractor Rogers-O' Brien Constructlon

MEP Engineer Blum Consulting Engineers

Structural Engineer Datum Engineers

Civil Engineering RLG

AV, lT, Security Salas O'Brien

Lighting Consultant Schuler Shook

Signage Consultant Secker Brink Design

Parking Consultant DeShazo GrouP

Kitchen Consultant Worrell Design Group

Life Safety/Code Consultant Jensen Hughes

Landscape Architect Studio Outside

The Highland Park Presbyterian Church sought

to evolve the children's ministries and create a

new central gathering space on its 1920s neo-

Gothic campus. As the church is iocated in a resi-

dential community with little opportunity to gro"r'

outlvard, the architects replaced a non-historic

building with a new three-level structure with

nvo levels of below-grade parking' Its lobby and

grand foyer overlook the historic church building,

and the program includes a large contemporary

worship space, smaller gathering spaces, adult

classrooms, and staff office spaces' The exterior

design utilizes the historic material palette and

detailing but adds expansive glass jewel-boxes to

lrame sacred spaces in a different and awe-inspir-

ing way. The project also included an extensive

school renovation with courtyard playground

spaces) a new g'ym) and connector buildings.
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Hill Country Wine Gave

"What I love about this project ls that

it's a minimal intervention into the

landscape. ... lt's almost a surprise as

you're walking through the forest, walking

through nature, and you find these very

sophisticated interiors that still show off

the natural carving of the tunnel."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Texas Hill Country

Architect Clayton Korte

Design Team Brian Korte, FAIA, Camden Greenlee,

AlA, Josh Nieves, Brandon Tharp

Contractor Monday Builders

Structural Engineer SSG Structural Engineers

Mechanical Engineer Positive Energy

Civil Engineer lntelligent Engineering

Lighting Designer Studio Lumina

lnteriors & Landscape Design Clayton Korte
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An existing excavated cave flanked by tall oak
and elm rees was converted into a wine cellar
and lounge that nearly disappear into the native
Iandscape. As the cave was neither water-tight
nor necessarily designed for this intent, the

architects inserted a human-scaled, more delicate
wooden module into the volume of the exca-

vation, avoiding physical interaction with the

cave wall. A bulkhead was used to restrain the
loose limestone at the cave mouth and provide a

predictable surface to wed the insert. Simple, rich
regional materials were chosen for practicality
and minimal maintenance, and since the space

would be sporadically occupied, demands on

environmental systems were reduced by lower-
ing the temperature delta betlveen the building
envelope and cave.
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Houston Endowment
Headquarters

"The most exciting element of this

project for me is the space between the

edge of the canopy and the beginning of

the building. lt's an incredibly dynamic

exterior space, which is the heart of the

expression of the architecture."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Houston

Cllent Houston Endowment

Archltects Kevin Daly Architects and PRODUCTORA

Deslgn Team kdA: Kevin Daly, FAIA, Luke Smith,

Gretchen Stoecker, Phineas Taylor-Webb,

Ryan Conroy, Casey Worrell, Kevin Ulmer, Evan

Hursley, Robert Becker; PRODUCTORA: Wonne lckx,

Nicol6s Fueyo

Contractor Bellows

Local Representative Kirksey Architecture

MEP Engineer CMTA

Structural Engineer Arup

Civil Engineer BGE

Sustainability Consultant Transsolar

Constructlon Manager Forney Construction

Llghting Designer George Sexton Associates

AVllT 48 Technology

Acoustics Newson Brown

Waterproofing Curtainwall Design Consulting

Environmental Graphics MG&Co.

Landscape Architect TLS
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The Houston Endowment Headquarters provides

a highly visible home for the organization within

a park-like setting while interweaving imperatives

of public and private space. Inspired by what

Lars Lerup called Houston's "zoohemic" canopy,

the design features an energ'y-generating canoPy

structure evoking the surrounding foliage and an

intricate louvered lattice that encourages the use

of outdoor terraces, maximizes daylight within
the building, and minimizes solar gain. A geo-

thermal well system, high-efficiency rainscreen

facade, and photovoltaic system work together

with the lattice to create a net-zero project. On

the interior, a hybrid structural system composed

of steel and CLT provides a flexible and efficient

framework for organizing public and private

zones linked to the park through a series of
shaded exterior terraces.
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The Pitch

"One of the great challenges post-

COVID is that we can all do our work

remotely, but what does it mean to be

together? This explores that interface

of different modes of getting people to

connect. ... lt's both incredibly rigorous

and incredibly playful at the same time,"

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Austin

Client Karlin Real Estate

Architect Mark Odom Studio

Landscape Architect TBG Partners

Design Team Mark Odom Studio: Mark Odom, AlA,

Geoffrey Ford, Erin Nies, AIA; TBG Partners: Elliott

Doerly, Mccall Graf

Contractor Citadel Development

Builder - Mass Timber Pavilion Austin Commercial

Fabricator Makehaus

MEP Engineer Bay & Associates

Container Consultant Falcon Structures

Structural Engineer Leap!Structures

Civil Engineer LandDev Consulting

Accessibility Contour Collective

Branding Lauren Dickens
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The Pitch is a mixed-use destination connecting

Austin's Major League Soccer training facility

and practice stadium to a business park, activat-

ing a part of Austin that has long lacked density.

Open seven days a week, the venue hosts local

vendors offering a variety of food, beverage,

and retail options, as well as office and outdoor

gathering space. Built on an open, unused piece

of land, The Pitch was constructed from 23

repurposed shipping containers in lwo standard

sizes. The containers are stacked, creating tlvo

levels, and clustered into five building pods that

are oriented differently but use the same custom

detailing, material, and color. A mass timber

pavilion with custom steel apertures further

anchors the program, creating a gathering hub

for all patrons.



Location Houston

Client Lovett Commercial

Design Architect OMA

Collaborating Architect Powers Brown Architecture

D€sign Team OMA: Jason Long, Salome Nikuradze,

Yusef Ali Dennis, Daniel Kendra, Chris Yoon, Laylee

Salek, Wesley Leforce, Ekaterina Nuzhdina, Simina

Marin, Vincent Parlatore, Vrncenzo Damato; Powers

Brown Architecture: Scott Thompson, Jeanette Shaw,

Austin Sandel

Executive Architect - Food Hall LUCID

Contractor Harvey Builders

Structural Engineer IMEG

Lightning Dot Dash

Landscape Architect Hoerr Schaudt

Located in the country's most culturally diverse

and rapidly changing city, POST Houston aims to
reinvigorate Houston's downtown neighborhoods
with a mixed-use environment combining arts,

entertainment, creative workspaces, dining and
retail. In this adaptive reuse project transforming
one of the city's civic landmarks, a 500,000-sf
warehouse and office building's solidity and scale

are preserved while strategic, surgical interven-
tions break its fortresslike relationship to its

context without dismantling the building. The
warehouse is punctured vertically with skylights

and atriums and raked horizontally with new pas-

sages that establish distinct programmatic thor-
oughfares. Three ETFE-covered atriums, each
with a unique, monumental staircase, intersect a

commercial ground-plate, a second-floor creative

workspace, and a "Texas-sized" rooftop park

while bringing light into the depth of the buitding.
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POST Houston

"Texas has these big landscapes, and

this building is its own landscape.

How do you intervene in a landscape

of that scale? You need to be bold;

you need to be noticed. You might

make some friends; you mlght make

some enemies. But one thing that this

interventron cannot be is ignored."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA
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Princeton Municipal
Center

"As a civic building, it wants to be

open and express its accessibility.

Transparency should be figurative and

literal. The community should feel,

'This is our building; this is where we

are welcome.' lf I lived there, I would

feel like this building was built to

welcome me."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NOTMA

Location Princeton

Cllent City of Princeton

Architect Perkins&Will

Deslgn Team Robert Sing Ting, AlA, Meredith Hunt,

Assoc. AlA, Ron Stelmarski, FAIA, John Strasius, AlA,

Lauren Mereness, Kevin Mereness

Contractor Crossland Construction

Structural Englneer Click Engineering

MEP Englneer MEPCE

Lightlng Doslgn Essential Light Design Studio

lnterlor Design & Brandlng Perkins&Will

Landscape Archltect Kimley-Horn
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To encourage civic engagement within Princeton

as its population begins to skyrocket, the new

city hall was designed in tandem with a family
development. The police department, parks and

recreation department, and city government are

welded into one building to encourage commu-

nication acrossjurisdictions and to give citizens

more immediate access to their civil servants.

The building's materiality celebrates the city's

history as a farming town with regional build-
ing materials and dark velour brick referencing

the Blackland Prairie soil. The site itself creates

another layer of the public realm with a park
system that blends into the neighborhood. Non-
invasive indigenous trees and shrubs were added

to encourage biodiversity, and rainwater is col-

lected and deposited into an existing playa lake to

keep the site healthy.
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River Hills Residence

"This is another beautiful example

of a simple concept executed in

avery sophisticated way. They're

able to maintain the simplicity in the

landscape, in the form of the building,

in the views out to the landscape, in the

material choices - in every aspect of

the building."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Austin

Architect Mird Rivera Architects

Design Team Juan Mi16, FAIA, Miguel Rivera, FAIA,

Ken Jones, AlA, Brooks Cavender, Taylor Odell

Contractor Classic Constructors

Geotechnical Engineer Terracon

Structural Engineer Architectural Engineers

Collaborative

MEP Engineer Bay & Associates

Lighting Arclight Design

Landscape Designer Environmental Survey

Consulting

The design lor the River Hills Residence was

inspired by its site's unique topography and

natural assets: massive pecan and bald cl.press

trees, proximiry to Lake Austin, and views of
wooded clifls. The main house is comprised of
two wings connected by a glass volume flanking
a central courtyard, with weathering steel used

for cladding, handrails, chimneys, retaining walls,

and scuppers. The wings are connected by the

great room) which features a sculptural charcoal

limestone fireplace and two walls of floor-to-
ceiling glass. Along the east facade, an overhang

defines a series of outdoor living spaces before

turning upward to wrap around the primary suite

perched on the southeast corner. A path leads to

a swimming pool, guest cabin, and boat dock.
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"lf I were the young me, I would

probably have said, 'Oh, I want to be an

architect,' because of this project. lt's

the composition, the organization, the

interior and exterior materials, the long,

thin bricks, the skylight, the airiness.

There's a little bit of surprise and a little

bit of mystery."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Rollingwood

Architect A Parallel Architecture

Design Team Eric Barth, AlA, Ryan Burke, AlA,

Jacob Brown

Contractor Shoberg Homes

Structural Engineer Steinman Luevano Structures

Civil Engineer lnnovative Water Solutions

HVAC Consultant Fresh Air HVAC Sizing

lnterior Design Polly Hazelwood

Landscape Design A Parallel Architecture

Landscape Contractor Spencer Landscape Company
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Rollingwood Residence
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This home's carefir-lly composed facade serves

as a quiet, durable backdrop to verdant shade

trees and a lush lawn. Inside, a thin floating wood
ceiling defines a kitchen space where clerestory
windows invite views of the canopy and sky; a
translucent glass bar separates the kitchen from
the home office, which is afforded views of the
majestic oak court, playroom, and adjacent living
room. A glassy family room overlooking the street

is accessed via a floating steel-and-wood stair and
is separated by a chalkboard-clad sliding wall
lrom the hallway leading to the bedrooms and
guest suite with private terrace. The backyard is

defined by a fireplace, rain garden, and pavilion
that converts to a fully screened porch via con-
cealed retractable shades.
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Shelia's Home Location Austin

Client Community First! Village

Architect Chioco Design

Design Team Jamie Chioco, Ben Dimmitt, Christy

Taylor, AlA, Mike Chevariat

Contractor lE2

Structural Engineer Structures
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"Within the context of a very limited

footprint, there's a direct connection

to social structures, architecture, and

design that are very much about Texas

and the climate here."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA
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Shelia's Home is the product of a competition

and design charrette organized by ALA. Austin

for Community First! Mllage, a neighborhood

of tiny homes dedicated to helping people out of
chronic homelessness. Partnering with a long-

time resident, the architects created a home to
be replicated five times within the village. The
exterior features a small front porch and entry
door at one corner and a private screened porch
in the opposite corner. On the interior, living and
sleeping areas are separated for greater privacy,
operable windows prot ide natural light and cross-

ventilation, and an exposed framing wall with
shelving allows the display of art and personal

items. The house is designed to work well in two
different solar orientations and with two different
entry doors.
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Spring Greek Residence

"lt's incredibly elegant and disciplined,

with a single form, with the refinement

of the detailing. And the plan is quite

beautiful in terms of its narrative. You

go from the most public to the most

private across the length of the house.

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Alta, Wyoming

Architect Baldridge Archrtects

Design Team Burton Baldridge, AlA, Brian Bedrosian,

Andrew Fulcher, Clifford Vickrey

Contractor Wilkinson Montesano

Structural Engineer G&S Structural Engineers

Civil Engineer Y2 Consultants

Mechanical & Plumbing Engineer Quantum Group

Engineering

Electrical Engineer Bradley Engineering

Environmental Consultant lntermountain Aquatics
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Spring Creek Residence is located on 70 acres

of wild land with undisturbed views up into

the Tetons. The house normally comprises the

kitchen, living area, and primary suite, but when

the owner's adult son visits, a cenfal stair allows

access to his suite and a tiny guestroom nook.

Further up, the gable houses a sleeping loft for

up to three additional guests. The hyper-energy-

efficient home has hydronic radiant heat but

relies on operable windows for cooling. It is
outfitted with an energ'y recovery ventilator, and

hlper-thick walls and ceilings provide insulation

in excess of code. The building was designed for

low impact on the sensitive site, with any shrubs

disturbed replaced in triplicate to supPort the

beaq elk, and moose habitat.
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Talavera Lofts

"lt's good for the city; it's good for the

landscape. lt dignif ies the way people

live in community and makes it easrer

to live with each other and create a

protective and wel l-woven society."

- Paola Calzada

Location Austin

Client DMA Companies

Architect Nelsen Partners

Design Team Phil Crisara, AlA, Carson Nelsen, AIA

Bob Newell, AlA, Lindsay Abati, AlA, Jose Aparicio,

Daniela Valle

Contractor Skybeck Construction

Civil Engineer Stantec

MEP Engineer WGI

Structural Engineer Connect Structural

lnterior Design PDR

Landscape Architect dwg.
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Talavera [,ofts occupies a tight urban site wedged

between a major bicycle connector and a light
rail, with a station just a block away. Ninery of
its 93 units are reserved for applicants earning as

little as one-third of the area median income. In
response to the adjacent rail line, the architects

used resilient exterior cladding with corrugated

metal and custom-designed tiles. They also

included a roof deck on the second floor that

provides a private space for residents, highlight-
ing the sense of community that is at the heart of
this development. Austin Energy Green Building
rated, the project met important sustainability

goals during design and construction, including
diverting over 244 tons of construclion waste

from the landfill.
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Tarrytown Residence

"They achieved a very simple feeling

- very effortless - like it's meant

to be this way. You can f low inside to

outside, and the lines are perfectly

proportioned planes."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Austin

Clients Peter and Anne Wood; Stephen Emery

Architect Alterstudio Architecture

Design Team Kevin Alter, Ernesto Cragnolino, FAIA

Tim Whitehill, Joseph Boyle, AlA, Shelley McDavid,

AlA, Sara Mays

Contractor CleanTag

Structural Engineer MJ Structures

Mechanical Engineer Positive Energy

Geotechnical Engineer Holt Engineering

Landscape Architect Word + Carr Design Group
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Caught between a walled garden along the street

and a centra"l courtyard behind, the interior of
the Tarrytown Residence opens to the outdoors

under a ubiquitous ceiling plane and is minimally
contained by site-glazed window walls. A pair of
abstract volumes clad in long-format, black brick
and black-stained cedar completes the ensemble.

In the middle of the house, a monitor opens the

center of the home to the sky; to the east are a

two-story Iibrary and screen porch. A glass-floored

bridge from an office loft allows access to the

upper bookshelves and transforms into a balcony

for the porch. Inside, the black brick is presented

against detailed millwork, mill-finished steel, and

a rich palette of fabric, wallpaper; and tile.
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Texas Tower

" lt creates an open and inviting ground

plane - an important part of towers,

which otherwise could be alienating in

a city. lt's additive to the public realm

and the urban fabric."

- Douglass Alligood, AlA, NON/A

Location Houston

Client Hines

Design Architect Pelli Clarke & Partners

Architect of Record Kendall/Heaton Associates

Design Team Fred W. Clarke, FAIA, Edward Dionne,

AlA, Graham Banks, AlA, Patrick Fraher, Ryan Desilva,

Minwoo Hahm, AIA

Construction Manager Gilbane Building Company

MEP Engineer ME Engineers

Structural Engineer Magnusson Klemencic Associates

Civil Engineer Kimley-Horn

Geotechnical Engineer Langan Engineering

Acoustic Design Cerami & Associates

Lighting Design One Lux Studio

Fire & Life Safety Consultant/Code Consultant

Kendall/Heaton Associates

Parking Consultant HWA Parking

Curtain Wall./Facade Design Read Jones

Christoffersen

lnterior Design, Signage, & Wayfinding PDR, A+l

Retail Design Streetsense

Security & Surveillance Consultant HMA Consulting

LEED Administration and Environmental Design

NORESCO

Vertical Transportation Persohn,/Hahn Associates

Landscape Architect Clark Condon
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An inspiring addition to the Houston skyline,

Texas Tower is located direcdy adjacent to the

Arts District, Market Square, and Buffalo Bayou.

The 47-story office tower is positioned diagonally

on its site, providing a welcoming gesture to the

neighborhood, Iinking tenants to outdoor spaces,

and creating direct connections from the ground

floor lobby to retail and amenity spaces. The
main lobby features abundant transparency and

warm wood arches serving as a gateway to fitness,

shopping, dining, and lounge areas. South-facing

spaces incorporate multile','el atria, designed

for adaptabiliry that draw sunlight into interior
workspaces. Rooftop gardens along the parking

structure provide a lush green landscape lor walk-

ing, gathering, and relaxing. Texas Tower has

met LEED Platinum, \\'iredScore, and WELL
Building standards. I
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Verde Creek Ranch

"The floor plan separates the volumes

in such a clean and modernistic

manner that in all of its interior and

exterior spaces, no two volumes

clash. The whole plan blends together

very skillfully, and the materials also

separate very skillfully."

- Paola Calzada

Location Center Point

Client Stephen & Susan Butt

Architect Lakel Flato Architects

Design Team Ted Flato, FAIA, Laura Jensen, AlA,

Megan Toma, AlA, Sam Xu, AlA, Camille Lane

Contractor Duecker Construction

Civil Engineer Givler Engineering

Structural Engineer Structural Design Consulting

Mechanical Engineer Positive Energy

Landscape Architect Studio Outside

lnterior Designer Schooler, Kellogg & Co.

Building Enclosure Consultant Acton Partners

Lighting Consultant Mike Moss Design

AV Consultant Sterling Home Technologies

POE Consultant Engineered Projects Consulting

A secluded, pastoral landscape nestled within
a large creek bend provides a perfect site for a
private family retreat. The house structures -
separate bedrooms connected to shared living
spaces through an outdoor walkway - are

pushed to the edges and spaced apart to maintain
the experience of discovering a hidden clear-
ing. Cypress wood siding is used on the interiors
and exteriors, and local Lueders limestone and

board-formed concrete anchor the main fireplace
and buildings partially buried in the hillside. With
a i2.B-kW solar array on the carport roof and
two Tesla batteries, the house can sustain itself
through power outages and offset its energy use.

The buildings float mostly above grade, allowing
for the occasional floodwaters to pass through.
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Will Smith Zoo School

"lt teaches kids how to respect nature

by respecting nature. lt retreats every

time it sees a tree - and then it scales

back in just one volume. And the other

volume keeps on going f urther down,

and they start playing. lt's like a dance

with the trees."

- Paola Calzada

Location San Antonio

Client San Antonio Zoological Society

Architect Lakel Flato Architects

Design Team Greg Papay, FAIA, Trey Rabke, Clay

Cottingham, Heather Holdridge, Assoc. AIA

Contractor Guido Construction

Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing Engineer DBR

Structural Engineer Datum Engineers

Civil Engineer Pape-Dawson Engineers

Wayfinding MN Design

Landscape Architect Rialto Studio
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The design for this new preschool facfity reno-
vated an existing 20,000-sf building and added

classrooms to support a nature-based curriculum,
with nearly half of the teaching spaces integrated
into the surrounding landscape. Abandoning the

pre-existing double-loaded corridor, the architects

created classrooms spanning the full width of the

building and moved student circulation outdoors,
providing abundant access to views, daylight,
and natural ventilation even on the interior. The
outdoor spaces mix ad hoc creative spaces with
hands-on structured spaces lo create interest

and excitement while accommodating learning
differences. The school uses the environmental
attributes of the LEED Platinum building and
site to compose lessons for the students in habitat,
natural material, energy, and water conservation.
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XO House

"lt's definitely worth studying for

how an idea gets translated into

architecture and moves beyond just a

diagram, becoming something that's

evocative and playf ul but at the same

time incredibly rigorous."

- Thomas Robinson, AIA

Location Houston

Client Laura and Jason Logan

Architect LOJO Architecture

Design Team Jason Logan, Nilatt Johnson, AIA

Contractor Viviano Viviano

Structural Engineer INSIGHT Structures

Civil Engineer Karen Rose Engineering

Sliding Gate Fabrication Aria Signs & Design

Rainwater Collection lnnovative Water Solutions

Mechanical & Geothermal lndoor Comfort Specialists

Electrical MJ Campbell Electric

Plumbing Pegasus Plumbing

Landscape Architect Falon Land Studio

Landscape lnstallation Telloc Landscape &

Construction
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The XO House reimagines the courtyard typol-
ogy by stacking a courtyard house on top of four
programmatic blocks, with the corners canti-
levered to avoid an additional setback require-
ment for garages and carports. On the ground
floor, the blocks form an "X," with one serving
as a studio, another as the entry stair up to the

primary residence, and the other tlvo as a second-

ary dwelling. The courtyard ("O") configuration
of the main residence is inspired by the Roman
compluvium as a strategy for daylighting passive

airflow, and rainwater harvesting, while the land-
scape of native grasses and wildflowers covers

seven geothermal wells that augment the heating
and cooling load of the home.
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Princeton Municipal Center
Princeton, Texas

with SunGuard@ SNE 50 on clear glass

Perkins&Will
Lindsay Glass Systems
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope - Shawnee

* Texas Architect 2023 Design Award Winner

G Bring it all together.

Guardian SunGuard@ architectural glass diminishes the
boundaries to create a shared sense of place and purpose

02023 Guardian Glass. LLC I GuardianGlass.com

GLASS THAT
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GUARDIAN'
GLASS
See what's possible-



A COMPANY BUILT ON
STRUCTURE G
#ffiGeureEfrreg, CERgONi

ConsLlJijlg, &.
lJ

-J) C Jerytces

a

CFO Services
Accounting
Bookkeeping
IRS Auditing &
Resolution
Financial
Consulting
Tax management
and Filing

www.cERBoNtsERVtCES.COM/
ARCHITECTURE

28L-888-24L3

rC RT
C R EATIVE

STR UCTU RAL
ENGINEERING

STRUCTURES

We provided the MEP Design Services for the Ghostline project con-

sisting of 45 shared and private-use kitchen spaces, management spac

es, and a demo kitchen for training and demonstrations.

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS

Over 160 tons of HVAC and 22 Exhaust/Makeup Systems

1600amp, 480v-3phase Service with Dedicated Distribution for each kitchen

1.1mil BTUH Tankless Water Heating and Storage System

I
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Congratulations Perkins&Will on your brilliant
design. We love collaborating with your team!

WE BEAM WHEN

il

aq i

info@essentialli ght.com
www.essentiallight.com
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I
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SHINE.
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fayseng.com 512.951.6835

L <

Ste 310, Round Ro#-,rx:ff,fi{,a

g

COMMERCIAL I RESIOENTIAL I 3O PRINTED STRUCTURES
FORTSTRUCTURES.COM | 512.a77.9264
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Conqratutatiotu to Pe(fr. Ctar6e & ?artners
an^d Ken"{aff/ 9{e at oru As s o ciat es !

^We areyroudto 6e ayart of this yroject.

Gamarata
t A S O N RY S YST E t S www.camaratamasonry.com

16465 W. Hardy Road
Houston, TX 77060

Tel: (281) 876-1111
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A Kingspan Croup Company

of Texas - Tyler

Architect: SmithGroup

Location: Tylel TX

Dri-Design Metal Wall Panels offer virtually limitless possibilities of design within the same fully tested,
easy to install, dry joint system. Additionally, the unique attachment method allows several variations
to be used together, which can produce a truly customized look. The University of Texas in Tyler used
varying depths of Shadow Series panels in combination with a custom wood-look Dri-Design soffit to
create this beautiful faqade.

' No sealants, gaskets or butyl tape means no streaking and no maantenance for owners.
. Not laminated or a composite material, so panels will never delaminate.
. At Dri-Design, we have a strict policy of recycling and creating products that the world can live with.
. Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and the latest AAMA 508-07.
. Available in a variety of materials and colors.
. Non-combustible and NFPA-285 compliant.
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616.355.2970 /,, DRI-DESIGN.COM
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RIALTO STUDIO
LAN DSCAPE ARCH ITECTURE

WILL SMITH ZOO SCHOOL
SAN ANTONIqTX

Rialto Studio is proud to have partnered with Lake lFlato and San Antonio
ZoologicalSocietyt WillSmith Zoo Schoolto design this award-winning project.
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84th Annual Conference & Design Expo
November ?-4,2023 | Fort Worth
texasa rch itects.orglconference

Texas
Society of
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20.23^
Exhib:tors

A.R.K. Ramos Foundry &
Architectural Signage
Booth 1 1 6
Oklahoma City, OK
arkramos.com

Booth 329
Fort Worth, TX
brick.com

Al5 Architecural lmage
Systems
Booth 921
Heath, TX
aisysllc.com

Alfrex USA
Booth 91 7
Buford, GA
alfrexusa.com

Allegion
Booth 806
Plano, TX
allegion.com

ALTRO USA
Booth 1 46
Wilmington, MA
altro.comus

Americlad
Booth 3'15
Rogers, MN
americlad.com

Booth 61 1

Bayport, MN
andersenwindows.com

Arcadia lArcadia Custom I

Wilson Partitions
Booth 905
Vernon, CA
arcadiainc.com

Architectural Engineered
Products
Booth 1'l 15
Weatherford, TX
myproductrep.com

ArchSpec
Booth 641,645
Robinson, TX
archspecinc.com

Armko lndustries
Booth 336
Flower Mound, TX
armko.com

updated as of July 31, 2023

Exhibitor Key
New Exhibitors @
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Andersen Windows and Doors
Acme Brick



ASSAABTOY Opening
Solutions
Booth 444
Liberty Hill, TX
assa a b I oyg I o ba I sol uti o n s. co m

Avian Flyaway
Booth 639
Rockwall, TX
avianflyaway.com

Barricade Building Products
Booth 1 01 0
Doswell, VA
barricadebp.com

BASWA acoustic North
America
Booth 1 208
Cleveland, OH
baswana.com

@@
Booth 1 53
Cedar Creek, TX
berdollsawmill.com

Berridge Manufacturing
Company
Booth 31 3
San Antonio, TX
berridge.com

Best Block
Booth 833,835
Dallas, TX
bestblock.com

@Ig
Booth 41 1

Dallas, TX
blacksonbrick.com

Bob Moore Construction
Booth 500
Grapevine, TX
g e n e ra I co ntra cto r. co m

Booth 352
Fort Worth, TX
tsbyrne.com

@
Booth 118
Fort Worth, TX
calvettiferguson.com

Carlisle SynTec Systems
Booth tl42
Carlisle, PA
carlislesyntec.com

Cavallini Company Stained
Glass Studio
Booth 104
San Antonio, TX
cavalliniglass-com

C.avCl ea r Arch ovati ons
Booth 3'l 1

Hudson, Wl
cavclear.com

Ceuzy
Booth 3zl4
Dallas, TX
ceuzy.com

CHUTES lntemational
Booth 537
Waldorf, MD
chutes.com

ClosetMaid PRO
Booth 342
Orlando, FL

closetmaidpro.com

Cobra Stone
Booth 844
Florence, TX
cobrastone-com

Corradi USA
Booth 'l 105
Carrollton, TX
corradiusa.com/us

Dex-O-Tex by Crossfield
Products
Booth 1214
Cibolo, TX
dex-o-tex.com
c ro ssfi e I d p ro d u cts. co m

Diane Collier Group
Booth 842
Dallas, TX
colliergrou ptx.com

Door Engineering
Booth 732
Mankato, MN
doorengineering.com

@
Booth 744
Dallas & Houston, TX
dormakaba.com

Dyson
Booth 532
Chicago, lL
dyson.com

Element Architecural kodusts
Booth 51 1

Addison, TX
elementpanels.com

Elemex Architectural Facade
Systems
Booth 802
London, ON, Canada
elemex.com

Epic Metals
Booth 536
Rankin, PA
epicmetals.com

Excel Dryer
Booth 745
East Longmeadow, MA
exceldryer.com

Extron
Booth 1001
Anaheim, CA
extron.com

FacadesXi
Booths 940 & 602
San Antonio, TX
facadesxi.com

FAKROAmerica
Booth 400
Addison, lL
fakrousa.com

Fisk Attorneys
Booth 1,t14

Dallas, TX
{iskattorneys.com

FlexTrim I C-ater Millwork
Booth 538
Lexington, NC
flexiblemillwork.com

Floodproofing.com
Booth 934
Mount Royal, NJ
floodproofing.com

FOH FURNTTURE
Booth 738
Plano, TX
fohf urniture.com

Form and Fiber
Booth 219
Mabank, TX
formandfiber.com

Fox Blocks ICF
TRUEGRID by Airlite Plastics
Booth 749
Omaha, NE
foxblocks.com

FSGS lYourTrusted Sign
Partner
Booth 134
Lewisville, TX
fsgsgraphics.com

GAF
Booth 803
Parsippany, NJ
gaf.com

The Garland Company
Booth 949
Cleveland, OH
garlandco.com

Garver
Booth 129
Dallas, TX
garverusa-com

GATE Precast Company
Booth 800
Hillsboro, TX
gateprecast.com

GKD.USA
Booth 1 233
Cambridge, MD
gkdmetalfabrics.com

GYPSORB / POLYSORB
Booth 41 4
seattle, WA
gypsorb.com

HagerCompanies
Booth 1032
Saint Louis, MO
hagerco.com

HooverTreated Wood
koducts
Booth 848
Thomson, GA
fftw.com

Hunter Xci
Booth 1035
Portland, ME
hunterpanels.com

I METCO (lnnovative Metals
Company) / Merchant & Evans
Booth 1 02
Tyler, TX
imetco.com
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Construction Services
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Johnson Ardt iteshr ra! Systems
Booths 909 & 91 1
Dallas, TX
jequip.com

Joldan & Skala Engineers
Booth 1 1 19
Plano, TX
jordanskala.com

trT
Booth 1008
Dallas, TX
jqeng-com

Kingspan Light + Air /
Solatube International
Booth 1 1 32
Msta, CA
kingspan.com

Kingspan Fanels
Booth 906
DeLand, FL

kingspan.com

LA Rress Fartners
Booth 631
Dallas, TX
lafp.com

Laticrete lnternational
Booth 347
Grand Prairie, TX
laticrete.com

Libcon lSteelTedr USA
Booth 319
San Antonio, TX
liteconusa-com
steeltechusa.com

E[!@
Booth 142
Kansas City, MO
liversbronze.com

Mason-Lite Fircplaces
Booth t!46
Riverside, CA
mason-lite.com

McElroy Metal
Booth 734
Bossier City, LA
mcelroymetal.com

Metalmorphosis
Booth 91 9
San Antonio, TX
m et a I m o r ph osrsl/c. com

Metro-Repro
Booth 841
Dallas, TX
metrorepro-com

Minick Materials of Texas
Booth 607
Oklahoma City, OK
minickmaterials.com

Modern WestWindows
and Doors
Booths 249 & 353
Fort Worth, TX
m od e rn w e stw i n d ow s. c o m

National Assosiation of
Minority Architects I NOMA
DFW, Central Texas, and
Houston Chapters
Booth 1018
Dallas, Austin, & Houston, TX
noma.net

F@ffi]
*;d i"d
Booth 253
San Antonio, TX
naturahq.com

Natural StoneVeneers
lntemational / Fond du lac
Stone
Booth 600
Fond du Lac, Wl
naturalstoneve n ee r. com

NCARB
Booth 247
Washington, DC
ncarb.org

New Millennium
Booth 704
Fort Wayne, lN
newmill.com

Nichiha USA
Booth 349
Johns Creek, GA
nichiha.com

NightOwl Consulting
Booth 136
Dovet DE
nightowl.consulting

Nucor lCentria I Metl-Span
Booth 914
Dallas, TX
n u co rb u i I d i n gsystems. corn

O'Hagin
Booth 928
San Antonio, TX
ohagin.com

O'Neal Surveying Company
Booth 839
Wylie,TX
onealsurveying.com

Oldcastle
Booth 51 9
Grapevine, TX
oldcastle.com

Olimpia Splendid USA
Booth 1033
Flower Mound, TX
oli mpi asplendi d u sa. com

Omega Fence System
Booth 41 2
Laval. OC. Canada
omegatwo.com

PAC-CLAD lPetersen
Booth 1 14
Tyler, TX
pac-clad.com

Panel Specialists
Booth 41 0
Temple, TX
panelspec.com

Parex USA
Booth 1 229
Anaheim, CA
parex.com

Post Oak Preservation
Solutions
Booth 10'14
San Antonio. TX
p o sto a kp rese rv at i o n. co m

Feeast Concrete
Manufachrrer:' Association
Booth 21 1

New Braunfels, TX
precastcma.org

Professional Flooring Supply
Booth 933
HoUSION, TX
p rofessio n a lfl oo ri n g -co m

PROSOCO
Booth 533
Lawrence, KS

Prosoco.com

R. M. Rodgerc
StructuralWood Systems-
lodr-Deck
Booth 629
Houston, TX
rmrodgers.com

Rarmedr Building Systems
Booth 707
Mansfield, TX
ramtechmodular.com

Read Archhectural Products
Booth 740
Carrollton, TX
readap.com

Renlita Custom Openings
Booth 502
Bonham, TX
renlitausa.com

Ron Blank &Associates
Booth 605
San Antonio, TX
ronblank.com

Rulon lntemational
Booth 91 0
St. Augustine, FL

rulonco.com

Salas O'Brien
Booth 742
lrving, TX
salasobrien.com

Schuler Shook
Booth 91 5
Dallas, TX
schulershook.com

Sheffield Metals
Booth 705
Arlington, TX
sheffieldmetals.com

Sherwin-Williams
Booth 1 1 09
Richardson, TX
sherwin-williams.com

Sierra Pacffi c llllindows
Booth '1232
Red Bluff, CA
si e r ra p a cifi cw i n d ow s. co m

Siplast
Booth 930
Dallas, TX
sip/ast corn

Longboard
Products
Booths 12O &122
Abbotsford, BC, Canada
I o n g bo a rd p roducts. corn

Maison Janneau
Booth 535
Austin, TX
maison- janneau-com

EE@
Booth 231
Warroad, MN
marvin.com

Architectural
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SmartLam North America
Booth 452
Columbia Falls, MT
smaftlam.com

Sola Outdoor
Booth 927
Sugarland, TX

Southwest Architectural Sales
Booth 81 1

Dallas, TX
swas.build

Southwest Courts and Floors
Booth 1 01
Austin, TX
spottcou rt-texas.com

Southwest Solutions Group
Booth 730
Lewisville, TX
south westso/uti ons. com

Southwest Tefiazzo
Association
Booth 239
Fredericksburg, TX
southwesXerrazzo.org

Specified Water Systems
Booth 1 06
Dripping Springs, TX
specwater.com

Speed Fab-Crete
Booth 932
Kennedale, TX
speedfabcrete.com

Stego lndustries
Booth 743
San Clemente, CA
stegoind u stries.com

Surfacing Solution
Booth 354
Chaska, MN
s u rf a ci n g so I uti o n. co m

Tamlyn
Booth 635
Stafford, TX
tamlyn.com

Booths1019&1118
Houston, TX
tealcon.com

Technoform
Booth 831
Twinsburg, OH
technoform.com

Terracon Consultants
Booth 837
Dallas, TX
terracon.com

TBAE I Texas Board of
Architestural Examiners
Booth 245
Austin, TX
tbae.texas.gov

Texas Scenic Company
Booth 'l 209
San Antonio, TX
texasscenic.com

TJC Products
Booth '1 021, 'l 120
Frisco, TX
tjcwwllc.com

TownSteel
Booth 913
City of lndustry, CA
townsteel.com

Tree Stake Solutions
Booth 338
Rosharon, TX
treesta keso/utions. com

Tremco Construqtion
Products Group
Booth 91 2
Beachwood, OH
tremcocpg.com

TRW Family of Companies
Booth 706
Houston, TX
trwfamily.com

Tubelite
Booth 531
Wausau, Wl
tubeliteinc.com

U.S. Bullet Proofing
Booth 501
Upper Marlboro, MD
usbulletproofing.com

Unika Vaev
Booth 804
North Franklin, CT
unikavaev.com

Vaask
Booth 140
Austin, TX
vaask.com

Velux Commercial
Booth 1 000
Broomfield, CO
commercia l.velux.com

VinylSiding lnsitute
Booth 1048
Alexandria, VA
vinylsiding.org

Vinzero U.S. CAD
Booth 346
lrvine, CA
uscad.com

Vitro
Booth 813
San Antonio, TX
vitro.com

VIVA Railings
Booth 243
Lewisville, TX
vivarailin g s. co m

Wade Architectural Systems
Booth 1219
Humble, TX
wadearch.com

Waterguard
Booth 736
College Station, TX
watergua rd-usa.com

WB Manufacturing
Booth 1012
Thorp, Wl
wibenchmfg.com

Westcoat Specialty Coating
Systems
Booth 534
San Diego, CA
westcoat.com

The Western Group
Booth 829
Fort Worth, TX
a rch ite ctu ra I w i re. co m

Western Red Cedar Lumber
Association
Booth 805
Abbotsford, BC
realcedar.com

Westlake Royal Stone
Solutions
Booth 345
American Canyon, CA
we stl a ke roya I b u i I d i n g p rod u cts.co m /
stone-so/utions

The Whiting-Turner
Contracting Company
Booth 343
Plano, TX
whiting-tu rner.com

EmI
Booth 1 200
Dallas, San Antonio, TX
wjhw.com

WoodWorks
Booth 633
Waxahachie, TX
woodworks.org

York Metal Fabricators
Booth 929
Oklahoma City, OK
yorkmetal.com
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8VC, Austin
Contractor The Burt Group

CONSUITANTS CIvIL ENGINEER: WGI; MEP ENGINEER: AYS Engi.
neering; STRUGTURAL ENGTNEER: Structures; LANDscapE ARcHt-

TECT: LandWest DeSign Group; WATERPROOFING CONSULTANT:

Acton Partners; stcNAGE: Building lmage Group

Resources ExtsTtNG sTucco - REpAtNTED: Sherwin Williams;
LIVING ROOM FIREPLACE SURROUNO: IVletaI Union: CHEVRON

WALNUT WOOD FIOOR: Havwoods lnternational: COUNTERTOPS:

Architectural SurfaceS; MILLwoRK, WALNUT PANELING, TRIM,

MOULDING, BASE, SCROLL WORK: K&J: STOREFRONT - NEW

CURTATNwALL & FRTTTED GLASS: Santiago lron Worksi FtREPLACE

MANTEL: chesneys; COVERED PORCH TtLE: Haustile: RECEPT|ON

WALLCOVERING: DEdaT MiIano; MEETING ROOM WALLCOVERING:

House of Hackneyi PRIVATE OFFICE BATHROOM WALLPAPER: Work
t Sea; STAIRWAY RAKED PLASTER CEILING: Southwest Progres-
sive Enterprises; PATNT: Sherwin Williams; LtMEWASH pAtNTl

POTTOIA PAiNtS; BATHROOM WALL TILE: ZiA TiIC: BATHROOM FLOOR

TILE: Stone Source: EXTERIOR PAVERS: Wausau Tile; CUSTOM

GRANO CHANDELIER: Karen HawKins Studioi CUSTOM GRAND

CHANDELIER ELECTRICIAN: Two HiIIs Studio: oFFIcE woRKSTA.

TloNs: Knoll (SKG); LIVING ROOM SOFA: Bla Station (Scandina-

vian Spaces)i LEATHER wRAPPED RECEPT|oN DESK: Ambrose

Upholstery; RECEPTION DESK: Summerwood Building: DRAPERY:

Cush Cush Design; REcEpTtoN DEsK & LtvtNG RooM pENDANT:

Emotional Light; LIVING ROOM WALL SCONCE: Apparatust LTBRARY

& MEETING ROOM PENDANT: Workstead: STAIR RUNNER: The Rug

Companyi EXTERIOR FIREPIT: Glammfire

Alta Vista Residence, Austin
Contractor Abode l\,1odern Homes

Consultants srRucruRAL ENGTNEER: N/J Structures;

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Aleman Design Build; cEOTECHNICAL

ENGINEER: Capital Geotechnical Services

Resources BoNDERTzED./pArNT GRtp srEEL: Metal Sales

Manufacturing; CUSTOMIZED T&c WHITE OAK SlDlNG, SOFFIT,

AND CEILING: US LumbeT BroKers; CUSTOMIZED CAST.IN.PLACE

BOARD-FORMED CONCRETE: Abode Modern Home: DECKING:

Eastside Lumber and Decking: soFF|T sysTEM: StoQuik; tNsu-
LATION: DEMiIEC: THERMAL ANO MOISTURE BARRIERS: HUbET

Engineered Woods; UNDERLAYMENT, SHEAYHtNG: Huber Engi-

neered Woodsi ENTRY DOOR: Pivot Door Companyi SKYLIcHT:

Velux: WINDOWS: Lincoln Windows: wtNDow waLL SYSTEMS:

Fleetwoodi CUSTOMIZED SITE-8UlLT WHITE OAK WINOOWS: Abode

Modern Home; ROLLING SCREEN: Phantom Screen; CABINE-

TRY: Signature Cabinets; COUNTERTOP: Caesarstone; TTLES:

Landmark, Florida Tile, CEGI, CEPAC Tile, lris U.S,i FLOORTNG:

Hardwood Bargains; PAINT: Sherwin Williamsi DOOR HARDWARE:

Emtek, Sugatsune, Hager, AHI; HARDWARE caBtNETRY: Linnea,

Top Knob, EPCO; ROLLER SHADES: Austin Shade Works; APPLI-

ANCES: GE, Whirlpool, BOSCH, SUBZERO, N,1aytag, NIarvel, Blaze,

Best Range Hoodsi F|XTURES: Cal Faucets, Artos, Julien, Kohler,

Moen; ELECTRICAL: SORAA, Halo, Lutron, Nest, Smarter Homes.

Somfy, Phantom Screens, Leviton, l\4ockett, Hubbell, Deltana,

Nutone, Unique Lighting by Toro; HvAc sysTEMs aND HUMtDtTy

CONTROL EQUIPMENT: Lennox; VENTILATION: Seiho: SPRINKLER:

Toro lrrigation

Berkshires Farmhouse, New Marlborough,
Massachusetts
Consultant STRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: lnsight Structures

Resources FAcaDE MATERtALs: Western States Metal Roofing.

Screeneze; oPENINGS: Weathershield Contemporary Collection,
Velux; FAUCETS: Vola; TOILETS: Duravit; COOK RANGE: Bluestar:

FRTDGE: Thermador; swtTcHEs: Buster and Punch

Canterbury House, Austin
Contractor Curate

Consultants sTRUCTURAL ENGTNEER: Duffy Engineering; ctvtL
ENGINEER: LandDev Consulting

Falcon Ledge Residence, Austin
Contractor Matt Sitra custom Homes

Consultants srRucruRAL ENGTNEER: MJ Structures: MEcHAN-

ICAL ENGTNEER: Positive Energy; cEOTECHNTCAL ENGTNEER:

Capital Geotechnical Services; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Aleman

Design Build

Resoufces MEYAL pANELs: Central Texas l\,letal Roofing

Supply: WINOOWST Lincoln Wood Products: SKYL|cHTS: Velux

America: DOORS: Maverick Door and l\,lillworkt cABtNETWORK ANo

CUSTOM WOODwoRK: Kingwood Fine Cabinetry; wooD FLOoRtNG:

Kristynik Hardwood Flooring: PAtNTS AND sTAtNs: Farrow and

Ball, Sherwin Williams, Rubio l\ronocoat: WALL COVERINGS: Scala"

mandre, Hygge & West; SOLID SURFACING: Dekton, N.4etroqua(tz,

Giotto, Soapstone; SPECTAL SURFActNG: Tadelakt; FLOOR AND

WALL TILE: Waterworks, Daltile; HARDWARE LOCKSETS: Emtek:

HARDWARE PULLS: MadeMeasuTe: OFFICE FURNITURE: Herman

N4iller| REcEPTtoN FURNTTURE: Tacchini, Rug Company, Knoll,

B&B ltalia, Juniper; CHAIRS AND TABLES: De La Espada; UPHOL-

STERY: Kravet: OTHER FURNITURE: Expormim; TASKLtcHTtNC: Ben

& Aja Blanc, Luceplan, Koncept, Gubi, D'Armes; KtTcHEN stNK:

Julien; KITCHEN FIXTURES: Calilornia Faucets, Riobeli MASTER

BATH SINKS: LaVaca; MASTER BATH TUB: DADOquaTtz; MASTER

BATH FIXTURES: Cocoon, StUdio Piet Boon: OTHER BATHS SINKS:

Kohler; oTHER BATHs FtxTURES: AquaBrass; TotLETS: TOTO

Fierce Whiskers Distillery, Austin
Contractors DTsTtLLERY: Sabre commercial: rE2 coNsrRUc-

TloN: Tasting Room

Consultants STRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: Datum Engineers; MEp

ENGINEER: EEA Consulting Engineers; CIVIL ENcINEER: Southwest
Engineers: LtFE SAFETY coNSULTANT: Austin Permit Servicei

INTERIOR DESIGN. TASTING ROOM] BTand BuTeau: SOLAR ARRAY;

One80 Solar

RESOUTCES EXTERIOR PAINTS: Sherwin-WiIIiamS; METAL ANo

STEEL FABRICATION: Joe Bush & Associates Steel; DEcoRATIvE

FORMED METAL: Crippen Sheet NIetal; RESINOUS FLOORING:

Crossfield Dex-O-Tex Products: White Oak Shou Sugi Ban - Ceil-

ing: Travis Millworks; FoRMtcA-FAcED LAMTNATE ARcH|TECTURAL

CABINETS: Formica (Travis l\,lillworks); QUARTZ COUNTERTOPS

- RAVEN: Caesarstone (Travis l\,lillworks); TILE: Daltile Ceramic
Tiles (Centex Flooring): cROUT: Laticrete (Centex Flooring);

SATIN ANNODIZED ALUMINUM: Schluter Finec (Centex Flooring);

TASTING ROOM INTERIOR PAINT - BEADBOARO: Benjamin l\,1oore

(Travis [/illworks); INTERIOR PATNTS (EXCLUDTNG TASTTNG RooM):

Sherwin-Williams (Sherwin-Williams Austin); TOILET/RESTROOM

ACCESSORIES: BrobrickWashroom Equipment

Ghostline Kitchens, Austin
Contractor Capital Constructors Group

Consultants sTRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: Arch Consulting Engi-

neers; MEP ENGINEER: AYS Engineering; CtVtL ENGTNEER: KBGE/

Civil & Environmental Consultants: cEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:

ECS Southwest; KTTcHEN coNSULTANT: GOTU Consulting; LAND-

SCAPE ARCHITECT: Benkendorfer + Associates

Resources coNcRETE FoRMwoRK: Fitzgerald Formliners:

CUSTOM METAL/WOOD FABRICATION: Against the Grain Custom
N,letal & Wood Fabricationi METAL pANELS: ATAS lnternational
(TectaAmericaJM); SLIDING GLASS PARTITIONS: Kawneer (Killeen

Glass & Mirror); SKYLIcHTS: Vellux Commerical; STOREFRONT

WINDOWS: Tubelite (Killeen Glass & Mirror); WALL COVERINGS:

Koroseal: KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Mission Restaurant Supply;
KITCHEN VENTILATTON: captiveAire; AUDTO VTSUAL: Audio Visual

Consultataons

Highland Park Presbyterian Church, University
Park

Contractor Rogers-O'Brien Construction

Consultants MEp ENGTNEER: Blum Consulting Engineersi

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Datum Engineers; CIVIL ENGINEERING:

RLG; AV, IT, SECURITY: SaIas O,BTien; LIGHTING CONSULTANT:

Schuler Shook; SIGNAGE CONSULTANT: Secker Brink Design;

PARKTNG CONSUT TANT: DeShazo Group; KTTCHEN CONSULTANT:

WOTTEII DeSign GToUp; LIFE SAFETY/CODE CONSULTANT: JenSen

Hughes; LANDSCAPE ARCHTTECT: Studio Outside

ResOurCes BRrcK: Acme Brick: cAsT sToNE: Dallas Cast Stonel

PEDESTAL PAVERSi Hanover; WOOD FLOORING: Woodwright; PER-

FORATED WOOO: Navy lsland (Drywall lnteriors); WOOD VENEER:

Wood Gallery (Facility Construction Services); STEEL wtNDows:

Lone Star lron Doors: poLtsHED coNcRETE FLooRtNG: Texas

Bomanite; cERAMtC TtLE: Daltile: CARPET: lnterface: ACOUSTTC

BAFFLES: Filz Felt (Drywall lnteriors); PLAsTlc LAMINATE: Abet
Laminati; TEXITLES: Maharam; SHADES: l\,1echoi AcouSTrC cErL-

ING TILE: Armstrong; CARPET: Shaw; PAINT: Benjamin NIoore,

Trikesi ACOUSTIC CURTAINS: Texas Scenic ([/errick); LvT: Tarkett;

FURNITURE: Knoll (GL Seaman); LIcHTING: Crenshaw (ALA)

Hill Country Wine Gave, Texas Hill Country
Contractor l\.4onday Builders

Consultants STRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: SSG Structural Engi-

neers; MECtIANICAL ENGINEER: Positive Energy: CIVIL ENGINEER:

lntelligent Engineering; LtcHTtNG DEStcNER: Studio Lumina

Resources wooD pANELTNc - vERTTcAL GRArN DoucLAs FrR,

EBONIZED WHITE OAK, RAW WHITE OAK: AIamo Hardwoods; PRI.

MARY DOOR HARDWARE: Rocky lvlountain Hardware; DooR HARD-

wARE: Deltana, Rixson, Simonswerk, Saint Louis Design, Dorma;

cLAztNG - 1" CLEAR TEMPERED tcu's: Thad Ziegler; AcouTstc

FABRIc: Boyd Rib FR (LBl Boyd); LIcHTING: BK Lighting, Sistemalux,

Tech Lighting, RAB, WAC, Ecosense,3G, Lightcraft, Luminii (Ste-

vens Lighting): APPLIANCES: N,liele, Subzero, Wolt, Perlick, lnSin-

kerator (Morrison Supply); PLUMBING FIXTURES: Watermark, Toto,

Vigo, Kohler, Cactus lvlax Fine l\4etal Artwork (Morrison Supply)

Houston Endowment Headquarters, Houston
Contractor Bettows

Consultants LocAL REpREsENTATIVE: Kirksey Architecture;

MEP ENGINEER: CMTAi STRUCTURAL ENGTNEER: ATUP: CIVIL

ENGINEER: BGE: SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTANT: TTanSSoIaT: CON.

STRUCTION MANAGER: ForneyConstruction; LtcHTtNG DEStcNER:

George Sexton Associates; AV,/lT: 4B Technology; acoUsTtCS:

Newson Brown: WATERPROOFING: Curtainwall Design Consulting;

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS: MG&Co.; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: TLS

RESOUTCES ALUMINUM RAINSCREEN: KiNCtiCA; METAL,/GLASS

CURTAIN WALL: Duke GIass; STRUCTURAL STEEL: N4yrexi PERFO-

RATED ALUMINUM LOUVERS: KiNEticai CROSS.LAMINATEOTIMBER:

NoTdic CLT; MOISTURE BARRIER: Tremco: EIFS: Parex: METAL

wlNDow FRAMES: Kawneer; GLAZING: Tristar, cristacurvai SKY-

LIGHTS: Tristar; ENTRANCES: Kawneer; WOOD DOORS: LaForce;

FIRE.CONTROL DOORS & SECURITY GRILLES: TGP. CorneII; SPECIAL

DOORS: lmpressions Architectural Ny'illwork; LOCKSETS: Schlage:

CLOSERS: LCN: ExtT DEvtCES: Von Duprin; ACOUSTTCAT CEtLtNGS:

Navy lsland, Armstrong: CABINETWORK & CUSTOM WOODWORK:

Environmenti PAINTS AND STAINS: Benjamin I/oore: WALL COVER-

INGS: UniKa VaeV Ecoustic; PLASTIC LAMINATE: Fenix: SoLID

SURFACING: CoTian: FLOOR AND WALL TILE: []4utina: RESILIENT

FLOORING: NOTA: RAISEO FLOORING: TAIE; OFFICE FURNITURE: AIS;

RECEPTION FURNITURE: HTX Madei CHAIRS: AIIermuir, Normann-

Copenhagen, Herman Miller; TABLES: Herman Miller; UPHOL-

STERY: Maharam: OTHER FURNITURE: Kevin Daly Architects;
DOWNLIGHTS: ZumtobeI, USAI; EXTERIoR LIGHTS: EcoSenSe,

Selux: LIGHTING CONTROLS: nLight: RESTROOM FTXTURES: Toto
USA; KITCHEN FTxTURES: Elkay; DRATN ASSEMBLTES: tvllFABi BUTLT-

UP ROOFING: F CStONCi ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: JOhNSON

CONtToIs: PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM: JA SoIar: GEOTHERMAL WELLS:

Cole's Drilling and MLN
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The Pitch, Austin
Contractor citadel Development

Consultants BUTLDER - MAss flMBER pAvrLroN: Austin

COMMETCiAI: FABRICATOR: MAKEhAUS; MEP ENGINEER: BAY

& Associates: coNTAtNER coNSULTANT: Falcon Structures;

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Leap!Structures; CIVIL ENGINEER: Land-

DevConsulting; AccEsslBlLlTY: Contour Collective; BRANDING:

Lauren Dickens

Resources HtcH cuBE sHtpptNG coNTAtNER: Falcon Struc-

tures; MAss TTMBER PAvtLLtoN: Structural Wood Systems (R.M.

Rodgers); cLAss: Arrow Glass and Mirror; EXTERtoR BUtLDtNG

LIGHTING: We-ef. Ecosense; KITCHEN PLUMBING: Moore Supply;

KITCHEN COOKING: VUICAN: ICE MAKER: N,IANitOWOC: LED LIGHTING:

Senso by Luminii

POST Houston, Houston
Contractor Harvey Builders

Consultants coLLABoRATING ARcHtrEcr: Powers Brown

ArchitectUre: ExEGUTIvE ARcHITECT . FooD HALL: LUCID:

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: IMEG: LIcHTNING; Dot Dash; LANDSCAPE

ARcHITEoT: Hoerr Schaudt

Resources FLY AsH coNCRETE: lngram Readymix; cEMENT:

Cemex (Viking Contractors): RAtNScREEN GRATTNG: Ohio Grat-

ings: SHEET METAL: Berridge; IPO ROOFING: Carlisle Syntec

Systems (Chamberlin Roofing and Waterproofing); PREFINISHED

COUNTER FLASHING: ArcelorMittal: BASE coAT sTucco: Quikrete

Princeton Municipal Center, Princeton
Contractor Crossland Construction

Consultants STRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: click Engineeringi MEp

ENGINEER: t\.4EPCE; LTcHTTNG DEsrcN: Essential Light Design

Studio: INTERIOR DESIGN & BRANDING: PerKins&WiII: LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECT: Kimley-Horn

ReSOUfCeS BRtcK: Cloud Ceramics (Blackson Brick): ALUMT-

NUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL: Reynobond (Abrams Architectural
Products); GLAZED ALUMINUM CURTAINWALL: Kawneer (Lindsay

Glass); GLAzING: Guardian Glass (Lindsay Glass); COLo ROLLED

STEEL: JOhNSOn PToductS; MISCELLANEOUS METAL,/METAL RAIL.

INGS/STRUCTURAL STEEL: Tippen Steel Services: WOOD DECK:

(Disdero Lumber,/Lock-Deck); RECLAIMED WOOD COUNTERTOPS:

Terramai (Centerpoint Productions); WOOD FLOORING: Wood-

wright Hardwood Floor Company: SOLIO MOF ART PANELING:

Modular Arts: ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL: Reynobond
(Abrams Architectural Products): FORMEo METAL WALL PANELS

& STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF PANEL: PAC-CLAD/Petersen

Aluminum (Merit Roofing Systems); TPO ROOFING./INSULATION:

Carlisle SynTec (Merit Roofing Systems): INTERIOR ALUMINUM

FRAMES: RACO lnterior Products (Commercial Hardware/
Unified Door & Hardware Group); OVERHEAD COILING DOORS:

Overhead Door Corporation: FLUSH wOOD DOORS: VT lndustries
(Commercial Hardware,/Unified Door & Hardware Group); HM

oOORS & FRAMES: Curries (Commercial Hardware,/Unified Door

& HATdwaTe GToup); GLAZED ALUMINUM CURTAINWALL: Kawneer
(Lindsay Glass); cLAZING: Guardian Glass (Lindsay Glass); SECU-

RITY GLAZING./FRAMES: lnsulgard Security Products (Lindsay

Glass); TERRAZZO FLOORING: Andreola ferrazzo', PORCELAIN TILE:

Concept Surfaces (PDL Tile); cARpET TtLE; lnterface, Shaw (PDL

Flooring); RUBBER BASEi Johnsonite (PDL Flooring); ENTRANGE

FLOOR GRILLE & ENTRANCE FLOOR MATS: Mats (PDL Flooring);

CORK RUBBER FLOORING: Zandur (PDL Flooring); RESILIENT TILE

FLOORING: Gerflor (PDL Flooring); ACOUSTICAL PANEL CEILINGS:

Certainteed, Decoustics (PRIME Construction Services); DOOR

HARDWARE: ASSA ABLOY (Unified,/Commercial Hardware):

PLASTIC LAMINATE CLAD LOCKERS: Hollman (Houston Steel
Equipment)

River Hills Residence, Austin
Contractor classic Constructors

Consultants cEorEcHNtcAL ENGTNEER: Terracon; srRUc'
TURAL ENGINEER: Architectural Engineers Collaborative; MEP

ENGINEER: Bay & Associates; LIcHTING: ArcLight Design; LANO-

SCAPE DESIcNER: Environmental Survey Consulting

Resources coRTEN stDtNG AND RooFtNG: western States

Metal Rooting; wooD slDlNG: Thermory USA (US Lumber

Brokers); ROOF: CertainTeed (Precision Roofing): STRUcTURAL

STEEL: (PatTiot SteeI); DECKING: Trex; INTERIOR WALL INSULA.

TION: Owens Corning (Hill Country lnsulation); EXTERIOR WALL

lNsuLAT|oN: Johns l\4anville (Hill Country lnsulation); WATER-

PRooFTNG: GCP Applied Technologies; wATERPRooFTNG: Stuc-

O-Flex lnternational; vApoR BARRIER: Stego Wrap Vapor Barrier;

WINDOWS + DOORS: Proinlleri GLAZING: Saint-Gobain (Proinlle0:
HARDWARE: Emtek Products, Mixal, FSB North America, Rixon.

Halliday and Baillie. Fritzgurgens (All previous hardware from J+L

Hardware): OTHER HARDWARE: CR Laurencei DOOR STOPS: Sugat-

sune (J+L Hardware): CAST-lN-PLACE CONCRETE: Alamo Concrete
(Keystone Construction); cYPsuM: United States Gypsum

Company (A + A Drywall); PAINT: Benjamin Moore (Lozano Paint-

ing); TILE: Daltile, Ann Sacks, Waterworks (Alexander Marchant):

SHOWER GLASS: ATt,S GIaSSwoTKS: SOLID SURFACE; Avonite:

OISHWASHER, REFRIGERATOR, FREEZER, OVENS: Gaggenau; ICE

MAKER: Subzeroi REFRIGERATOR,/FREEZER: BoSch Home AppIi.

ANCES; WASHER/DRYER: LG: OUTDOOR APPLIANCES: Hestan (AII

kitchen, laundry, and outdoor appliances from Harway Appli-

ANCCS); SINK: EIKAY: MUDROOM FAUCET: FTANKEi KITCHEN FAUCET:

RohIi KITCHEN DISPOSAL: In SinK EratoTi SHOWER VALVES AND

DIVERTERS BATHROOM FAUCET: DXV: SHOWER ARM AND HEAD:

Hansgrohei BATHROOM SINK: ProFlo, Powder Sink: Alape, Toilet:

American Standard, Wall-Hung Toilet Carrier: Geberit, Wall-Hung
Toilet, N,laster Tub & [.4aster Sink: Duravit, Tubs: Hydro Systems,
Tub Filler: Lacava, Rain Shower Head: Kohler, Steam Shower:
ThermaSol (All bathroom and faucet equipment from Ferguson):

POWDER FAUCET: WaterMark Design: RECESSED DowNLtcHTs:

Lightheaded Lightingi STRrP LIcHTTNG: Kelvix Lighting; uPLrcHTs:

SPJ Lightingi TRACK LIcHTING: Juno L,ghting Acuity Brands;

TRACK LIGHTING: ViabizzUno: FLUORESCENT: TX FluoTescents

Saylite (All lighting from Design Build Lighting): STATR HANDRATL:

W2 t\4acFab: STEEL SHELVES: D0B Fabrication: SWIMMING POOL:

PoolScapes: INTERIOR CABINETRYT HenryBuilt; EXTERIOR CABINE-

TRY: Lasertron Direct

Rollingwood Residence, Rollingwood

Contractor Shoberg Homes

Consultants srRUcruRAL ENctNEER: steinman Luevano

Structures: ctvtL ENGTNEER: lnnovative Water Solutions: Hvac

CONSULTANT: Fresh Air HVAC Sizing: tNTERtOR DEStcN: Polly
Hazelwood; LANDSCAPE DEslcN: A Parallel Architecture: LAND-

SCAPE CONTRACTOR: Spencer Landscape Company

ReSOUTCeS STEEL: Steel House MFG; CABTNETRY: TRC Carpen-
try Services; MOTORIZED sHAoEs: Lutron (Captive Audio): wlN-

DOWS: Western Window Systems (l\,1irror Gallery); COUNTERTOPS:

Ceasarstone, MSI (Alpha Granite); AUDIO VISUAL: Texas Electric

Shelia's Home, Austin
Contractor tE2

Consultant srRucruRAL ENGTNEER: Structures

Resources 7/8'coRRUcATED METAL: cTMRS; 2x pAtNTED

WOOD SCREEN & DOUG FIR VENEER PLYWOOD: McCoy Building

Supply; wINDOWS: Cornerstone (Grand Openings): SLIDING

GLASS DOOR: Windsor (Grand Openings); RIPPLE GRAY GLAZED

CERAMIC TILE, CHIPPEO ICE QUARTZ COUNTERTOB & COLOR

wHEEL 2x8 ARcTtc wHtTE cERAMrc TtLE: Daltile; BtseuE wHtTE

PENDANT LIGHT: A19; CASSIUS OUTDOOR 52" FAN & LOKI 52"

INDOOR FAN: HUnteT

Spring Creek Residence, Alta, liVyoming

Contractor Wilkinson Montesano

Consultants srRUcruRAL ENGTNEER: c&S Structural Engi-

NEETS; CIVIL ENGINEER: Y2 CONSUItANtSi MECHANICAL & PLUMBING

ENGINEER: Quantum Group Engineeringi ELECTRIcaL ENGINEER:

Bradley Engineering: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANT: lntermoun-

tain Aquatics

Resources wtNDows: Jeld-Wen; sKyLtcHTS: Velux: DooR

HARDWARE: EmteK, AccUrate; BATHROOU HARDWARE: CR Law-

rence; APPLIANCES: Wolfe, Sub-Zero; FIREPLACE; lsokern;

PLUMBTNG: Kohler, Toto; TILE: cle-tile, Dal-tile

Talavera Lofts, Austin
Contractor Skybeck Construction

CONSUITANTS CIVIL ENGINEER: StANtCC; MEP ENGINEER: WGIi

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Connect Structural: INTERIOR DESIcN:

PDR: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: dwg.

Resources EcoNoLAp 3/4': Centriat cusroM pRINT poR-

CELAIN TILE: DatiIe; STO POWERWALL: STO: GALVANIZED WIRE

MESH: McNichols; sERtEs 3oo0 THERMAL MuLItP|-ANE: Oldcastle:

SUNGUARD SN6a cLASS: Guardian Glass: 1500 SERIES WINDOWS:

PlyGem

Tarrytown Residence, Austin
Contractor cleanlag

Consultants sTRUcTuRAL ENGTNEER: N,1J Structures: MEcHAN-

ICAL ENGINEER: Positive Energy; cEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER: Holt

Engineering; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Word + Carr Design Group

Resources coRso BRrcK: s.Anselmo: wooD slDtNG: Delta

IvliIIwoTKs; CUSTOM STEEL FASCIA AND FACADE & SPECIAL OOORS:

Drophouse Design: EBONY STAINED CEOAR SlDlNGr Delta t\.4ill-

works; METAL FRAME wtNDows: Ram, Heritage; METAL DooRs:

Heritage: PATNT: Benjamin Moore; wALL covERtNGs: Twenty2;

cABtNETwoRK AND cusToM wooDwoRK: Tam Cuddy Cabinetry;

SOLID SURFACING: Caesarstone: FLOOR AND WALL TILE: Jasba,

Original t\,1assion Tile, Stone Solutions. lnterceramac, N,ludtilei

RECESSEo CANS: Zaniboni: MOOO PENDANT: Roll and Hill: cREGG

SUSPENSION LIGHT: Foscarini; ALTO SCONCE: Cedar and N4oss:

LocKsETs: FSB, Emteki PULLs: Schwinn, Linnea. Soubreny:

OTHER HARDWARES: CR Laurence, Sugatsune; TUBS & SINKS:

Kohler; sHowERs: Hansgrohe, Grohei TotLETS: American Stan-
dard; FAUCETS: Grohe

Texas Tower, Houston

Contractor Gilbane Building Company

CONSUITANTS MEP ENGINEER: N,IE EngineerS; sTRUcTuRAL

ENGINEERT Magnusson KlemencicAssociates: CIVtL ENGTNEER;

Kimley-Horn; GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER: Langan Engineering;

ACOUSTIC DESIcN: Cerami & Associates: LtcHTtNG DEStcN: One

Lux Studiot FtRE & LtFE saFETy coNSULTANT/GoDE coNSULTANT:

Kendall,/Heaton Associates: PARKTNG CONSULTANT; HWA Park-

ing; cuRTA|N WALL./FAGAoE DEstcN: Read Jones Christofiersen;
INTERIOR DESIGN, SIGNAGE, & WAYFINDING: PDR. A+I: RETAIL

OESIGN: StTeetsense: SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE CONSULTANT:

HI,4A ConSulting; LEED ADMINISTRATIoN AND ENVIRoNMENTAL

DESIGN: NORESCO: VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION: PETSOhN,/HAhN

Associates: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Clark Condon

Resources posr-TENsToNED coNcRETE & ctp AND REtNFoRctNG:

Ba ker Concrete Construction: EXTERtoR sToNE oLADDtNG: Cama-

rata (HenTauX); CURTAIN WALL, FASCIAS, FORMED METAL PANELS,

MISCELLANEOUS METALS, & LIQUID METAL COATING AT LOBBY

SECURITY DESKS: Metalier (Crown Corr): LOBBY SCREENS,/DECO-

RATIVE METALS/MONUMENTAL STAIR./OPERABLE WALLS: BToome

Welding & Machine: WALNUT VENEER (LOBBY WALL./CEtLtNG SLATS,

PANELS, MILLWORK, LTBRARY MTLLWORK), OAK WOOD FLOORTNG (TO

MATCH WALNUT tN LOBBY), COMpOStTE'.RE-CON" WOOD VENEER

(PAVILION TREE): MOTTENSEN; CURTAIN WALL, ENTRANCES, STORE.

FRONTS: Crown Corr (Viracon); LOBBY SCREENS,/OPERABLE WALLS./

MONUMENTAL STAIR./INTERIOR LOBBY GLASS: Ranger Specialized

Glass (Bendheim): FLUSH WOOD DOORS: Door Pro Systems (VT
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lndustries)i LOBBY CUSTOM OPERABLE WALLS: Ranger Specialized

Glass (Frits Jurgens); LOBBY STONE FLOORING,/WALLS, EXTERTOR

CLAODING, LANDSCAPING STONE, & STONE COUNTERTOPS:

Camarata (Henraux); ELEVATOR STONE FLOORtNG./WALLS: Fina

Stoneworks (Henraux); VINYL WALL COVERTNGS: N/arek Brothers
Systems (Knoll); BrKE SToRAGE RooM GRAPHtcs: AD Disptay

Systems: METAL LocKERs AND TOTLET AccEssoRtEs: Griesenbeck
Architectural Products; RoLLER SHADES (SHEERWEAVE): Phifer;

FLOOR GRILLES: NAiIOT INdUStTiES: OFFICE AND PARKING ELEVATORSJ

EKIUNd'S (TKE); LOBBY ESCALATOR: TKE; DESIGN SOFTWARE: REVit,

AutoCAD, SketchUp, Rhino, Lumion, Adobe

Varde Creek Ranch, Center Point
Contractor Duecker Construction

consultants crvrL ENGTNEER: Givler Engineering: sTRUCTURAL

ENGINEER: Structural Design Consulting; MECHANICAL ENGTNEER;

Positive Energy; LANDSCAPE ARcHtTEcTI Studio Outside; rNTE-

RloR DESIcNER: Schooler, Kellogg & Co.; BUtLDtNG ENcLoSURE

CONSULTANT: Acton PaTtneTS: LIGHTING CONSULTANT: MiKe I\,4oss

Design: AV CONSULTANT: Sterling Home Technologies: POE CON-

SULTANT: Engineered Projects Consulting

Resources LUEoERs sToNE: l-10 Building N.4aterials; BoARO-

FORMEo CONCRETE: lngram Ready lvlix; sTEEL - KtTcHEN

SHELVES/POTHOLDER: CactUs I\,4ax; STEEL PLATES,/STRUCTURE,

STEEL SCREEN DOORS, PIVOT GATES, FIREPLACE SURROUND:

Proactive Approach; STEEL & CABLE RAILINGS: Texas Railing Sys-

tEMS; CYPRESS WOOD SIDING: LUMbET LiNK; CYPRESS CABINETRY:

Custom Trim & Cabineti wB & RAINSCREEN: Benjamin Obdyke;

cuSToM wooD vy|NDOWS & DOORs: Dover Millwork: ALUMTNUM

SLTDER: Solar lnnovations: cypREss wooD - soLtD DooRs: Peder-

nales Door & Window: wooD stDtNG ExTERtoRi Valhalla Lifetime

Finishi WOOD SIOING INTERIOR AND WOOO STRUCTURE EXTERIOR:

Cabot: BATHROOM FITTINGS: KaIIiSta: BATHROOM SINKS & COUN-

TERTOPS. CUSTOM CONCRETE: NEWbOId STONE: KITCHEN SINKJ

JUIiEN; KITCHEN FAUCET: FTANKC: DOOR & CABINET HARDWARE:

Rocky Mountain; LTcHTtNG coNTRoLs & SHADES: Lutron

Will Smith Zos School, San Antonio
Contractor cuido Construction

Consultants MEcHANtcAL, ELEoTRtcAL & pLUMBtNG ENGt-

NEER: DBR; STRUCTURAL ENGTNEER: Datum Engineers; CtvtL

ENGTNEER: Pape-Dawson Engineers; wAyFtNDtNG: MN Design;

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: RiaIto Studio

XO House, tlouston
Contractor Viviano Viviano

Consultants srRUcruRAL ENGtNEERi tNStGHT structures:
ctvtL ENGTNEER: Karen Rose Engineering; sLtotNG GATE FABRtcA-

TION: Aria Signs & Design; RAINWATER COLLECTTON: lnnovative
Water Solutionst MEcHANtcAL & cEoTHERMAL: lndoor Comfort
Specialists; ELECTRICAL: L4J Campbell Electric; PLUMBTNG:

Pegasus Plumbing; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Falon Land Studio:
LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION: Telloc Landscape & Construction

Resources coRRuGATED s-DEcK pANEL: Berridge Manu-
facturing; STAINLESS MESH GUARDRAIL: Jakob Rope Systems;
DELTA-FASSADE S. UV RESISTANT VAPOR BARRIER: DELTA DOTKENi

WINOOWS & DOORS: Western Window Systems (RAIV Windows

& Doors); coNcRETE FLooRs: Dungan N.4iller Design; TtLE &

COUNTERTOPS: La Novai WOOO FLOORS: Legno Bastone (Houston

Flooring Center); TOILETS, BATHTUB, MtReORS; Duravit (Fergu-

son); FAUCETS, sHowERs: Hansgrohe (Ferguson); APPLTANcES:

Bosch (Ferguson): DINING ROOM LIGHT: Flos Lighting - Aim:

LIVING ROOM LIGHT: Foscarini - Twiggy: KITCHEN LIcHT: Luceplan
- Compendium
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citadeldevgroup.com

Civil & Environmental
Consu|tants......................... 38
800 365 2324
info@cecinc.com
cecinc.com

Click En8inering............... 37
2r4A712302
admin@clickeng.com
clickeng.com

Dalgleish Construction....... 6
512 346 8554
info@dalgleish.net
dalgleish.net

Dri-Desi9n............................94
616 355 2970
sales@dri-design.com
dri-design.com

Essential Light Design
Studio...................................91
972 4t5 8655
jill@essentiallight.com
essentiallight.com

Form and Fiber.......-..........-.. 7
903 603 9269
sales@f ormandf ibercom
formandfiber.com

Fort Structurcs.....-...-..-...... I I
512817 9264
sam@f ortstructures.com
lortstructures.com

Goldbrecht ............................ 9
310 988 445s
info@goldbrecht.com
goldbrecht.com

Guardian G|ass................... 90
8555845277
guardianglass.com

Haltord Busby....................... 4
281 920 1100
info@halfordbusby.com
halfordbusby.com

Hanover Architectural
Products............... ...............22
800 426 4242
info@hanoverpavers.com
hanoverpavers.com

Hunt & Joiner.....................29
2r47607000
sdial@h-jinc.com
h-jinc.com

Kaynemai|e.......................... 14
855 387 5440
info@kaynemaile.com
kaynemaile.com

Killen G|ass.......................37
254 526 4157
mrogers@killeenglass.com
killeenglass.com

Krieger Specialty
Products............... ............... 77
562 695 0645
bmmluney@kriegerprcducts.com
kriegerproducts.com

L.A. Fuess PartneE...........2 1

2748777010
mpeterman@lafp.com
lafp.com

New Millennium Building
Systems...............................20
260 969 3582
ioe.voigt@newmill.com
newmill.com

Oldner Lighting Design..... 1 7
2t4 4141030
scott@solighting.net
solighting.net

Olimpia Splendid USA........ 8
951 534 8901
d.stetuni@olimpimplendidusacom
olimpiasplendidusa.com

Petercen Aluminum.........-. 1 6
8007222523
jsnyder@petersenmail.com
pac-clad.com

The Historic Phillips
Forest Products................ I BC
5122941287
info@phillipsf orestproducts.com
phillipsforestproducts.com

Precast Concrete
Manufacturers
Association ...................1 2- 1 3
8669447262
chris@precastcma.org
precastcma.org

Rialto Studio....................... 93
210 828 1155

robin@rialtostudio.com
rialtostudio.com

RogcE-O'Brien
Construction....................... 39
214 962 3000
bmcfarlane@r-o.com
hltps'.//r-o.com/

Schuler Shmk....................2a
214747 8300
mbrackeen@schulershook.com
schulershook.com

Southwest Architectural
Products............... ...............28
469 648 0297
danny@swarchproducts.com
swarchproducts.com

Southwest Engineers........ 39
512 312 4336
info@swengineers.com
swengineers.com

Southwest Terrazzo
Association ......................... 14
877 355 4400
sharon@southwestt er nzzo.or g
southwestterrazzo.org

Speed Fab-Crete ................ 38
817 478\t37
info@speedfabcrete.com
speedfabcrete.com

SSG Structural
En9ineers.............................38
805 439 2110
info@ssgse.com
ssgse.com

US Lumber Brokers
Texas..,.................................. 18
512927 lTtt
ben@uslumberbrokers.com
uslumberbrokers.com

Word + Carr Design
Group ...................................92
512 zt40 O013 Ext. 365
designoff ice@wordandcarrcom
wordandcarr.com

York Metal Fabricators.. 103
800 255 4703
grantyork@yorkmeta l.com
yorkmetal.com

YoRx METAL FhenIc^AtoRs, INc.
Custom Ornamental Railing Systems

Stainless - Aluminum - Brass - Glass

Creative custom fabricated
ornamental railin$s for over

50 years. L{lrf
www.yorkmetal.com - 800.255.4703 - Oklahoma City, OK

lnclude Iexas Architect
in Your Marketing Plan!

Keeo yo.r" brard. products, or serv.ces
top-of-mind. l\,4aintain visibiiity in the
Texas architectural/destgn commun ty
throughout the year.

Watch for deta ls rn your ema
or contact Jody Cranford for a medla kit.

Jody@texasarch tects.org
800 818 0289
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Haute TRASHION

by Gabriella Bermea, AlA, NOMA

lobal design firm HKS is partnering this year with Galleria

Da.llas to showcase designs from the fum's annua.l TRASHION
Show. The concept behind TRASHION challenges the societal

norms of the fast fashion industry by demonstrating the power ol
collective action and creativity to make progress toward a more

(

I
r

equitable world. By reusing, recycling, and repurposing everyday materials

to create one-of-a-kind garments, TRASHION allows HKS employees from

across its offices to explore creative ways to reduce waste and demonstrate how

design can help us overcome worldwide environmental and social challenges.

The TRASHION Show is an extension of HKS' Environmental, Social,

and Governance (ESG) in Design efforu. ESG in Design extends the firm's

commitment to infuse environmental and social responsibility into its culture

and governance structure with guidance from the United Nations Global

Compact, which HKS joined in 2020. Caidin Potter, AIA, an associate and

medical planner at HKS, says: "We really wanted a creative outlet for all our

employees to have an opportunity to practice what we preach. Our goal was

to invite everyone to examine how they can repurpose their waste and create

those head-to-toe high-fashion garments.... It's notjust about sustainabiliry

but how can you look at some of the environmental, social, and governance

issues of the day and really use those to fuel your design inspiration."

"Galleria Dallas is committed to green initiatives and is proud to be an

IREM Certified Sustainable Properry" says Meean Townsend, director of
marketing at Galleria Dallas. "Partnering with HKS on its TRASHION
Show initiative allows us to engage with our community in a new and inno-

vative way to share both our environmental initiatives and our commitment
to showcasing the local creative community."

The TRASHION Show extends a message to the community about the

powerful potential ol sustainable design - for fashion and beyond. This

event provides increased visibility for creative pathways toward equity and

opens a new branch of collaboration between architects and the com-

munity. Continued partnership across the consumer and design markets

represents a hope for a more resilient tomorrow.

Gabriella Bermea, AlA, NOMA, is an associate and design architect with VLK

Architects; chair of the TxA Equity, Diversity, and lnclusion Committee; and

communications director for the Young Architects Forum.

Clockwise from top left The Houston team\ "Outft No. 5" is madefrom clnstruc-

tion paper, intricatelyfolded to mimic architectural geometries, and communicates mes-

sages on ESG; Richmond\ "Guardian of the Raittforest" playfulll manipulates maga-

qine pages and interiors samples to eloke the rainforest canopy "The TREEumph" b1

the New Tork Citl team is inspired b7 oillainsfrom entertainment and is constructed

uithltoga mats, shoestrings, and clothes hangers; "Mixed Messages" blt Dallas' Caitlin

Potter combines two bannersfrom the preaiousyear\ ESG in Design eaent to embod2 the

messages ofrepurposing and rec2cling; "Fast Food" b2 the Atlanta team speaks to hou

the "on-the-go" llfestyle encourages consumption andfood packagingwaste; the Denaer

team's "Microaggressions" is made oJfowersfrom used part2 decor, uhich represent the

microassaults, mieroinsults, and microinaalidations people face daifi .
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